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THE TERRIBLE TRAGEDY AT WASHINGTON.

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN. ,

"But_ if this country cannot be saved without giving up that principle, I 1
was about to say that I would rather be assassinated upon this spot than
to surrender it?"
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
INDEPENDENCE HALL, Feb. 22, 1881.
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THE TERRIBLE TRAGEDY AT WASHINGTON.
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN.

THE ASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDENT.-A CAREFULLY
PLANNED CONSPIRACY.
A CRIME was perpetrated in Washington on Friday night, April 14th, 1865, that
will startle not only the people of tha United States, but the whole civilized world.
The President of the United States, sitting with his wife in a box in one of tho
Washington 'l'heatres, was shot by an assassin, who, by the only exclamation he
appears to havtl uttered, must be one of the secessionists whom the President has
been most earnestly endeavoring to protect from the just retribution due to them
for their agency in their wicked rebellion. During a pause in one of the scenes the
assassin shot the President in the head, making a mortal wound, and then flourishing a drawn dagger, he exclaimed," Sic semper Tyrannis,"* (the motto of the
State of Virginie.), rushed out of the back of the theatre, mounted a horse in waiting, and escaped. The crime appears not to have been the only one of the night,
for a further despatch announces that an attempt was also made to assassinate
the Secretary of~State. .A.t first blush, this murderous business would appear to
be the work of a madman, but the particulars of the fearful outrage perpetrated
on the President, and the simultaneous attack on Mr. Seward, show it to have
been a carefully planned conspiracy, in which a number of murderous confederates must have been concerned.
This will be startling and terrible news to the country now in the midst of its
rejoicings over the near prospect of peace, and ranging itself under the lead of
Mr. Lincoln upon the side of mercy, forbearance and pardon towards those whose
murderous partisans have struck him his death-blow. Nothing short of the interposition of Providence working upon the hearts of the people will be able to
avert the instinctive impulse of the nation to punish this crime by some signal
net of retribution that it sickens the heart to contemplate.
It is impossible to give a re.tfonal motive to the villains concerned in the murderous plot, Of all men in the United States, the traitors and rebels who have
been in arms for four years in their effort to destroy the Republic, owe most to
the kindness of heart, the conscientious endeavor to be just, and the resolute purpose to restore the fraternal relations of the people of the two sections of the
country which actuated Mr. Lincoln from the day of his first inauguration to his
dying hour. In every stage of the war which they brought on by their unhal• ThUB be II wllh au tyrant&.
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lowed plots, he has been their powerful friend, protecting them at all times from
those men in his own party who recommended, from the start, that they should
be dealt with according to the severest dictates of stern and relentless justice •
.A.t any time since 1861, had almost any other Republican than Abraham Lincoln
been invested with his power and beset with the appeals that were made to him
for retributive justice upon the men who have wantonly and wickedly drenched
the land in blood, many a traitor, now living as securely as if his great crime
had never been meditated, would have swung from the gallows, which has no
office if not made for such as they. Even at the hour when his death-blow was
struck, he was standing, like a minister of mercy, appealing to the country to sustain him in the universal pardon and oblivion in which he desired to sink their
crimes. .A.nd yet the fiends in the form of men whom he was thus guarding from
punishment, struck him down! What depth of damnation is there deep enough
for devils such as these?
We do not pause at this late hour to enlarge upon the terrible calamity to the
nation, involved in Mr. Lincoln's death, in the crisis through which the country
is now passing. We lose as sincere a patriot and as upright a magistrate as ever
blessed the land. Even those who have been his bitterest foes will now admit
this, for they have lost a friend who has stood by them in their direct need. He
has borne himself "clear in his great office," and may heaven send us one who
will guide the country through its terrible trials as safely and as conscientiously
as he made it the object of his life to do.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE.
Washington, .April 15-1.80, .A.. M.-MAJOR-GENERAL Dxx.-This evening, about
9.30 P. M., at Ford's Theatre, the President, while sitting in his private box with
Mrs. Lincoln, Miss Harris, and Major Rathburn, was shot by an assassin, who suddenly entered the box and approached behind the President.
The assassin then leaped upon the stage, brandishing a large dagger or knife,
and made his escape in the rear of the theatre.
·
The pistol ball entered the back of the President's head and penetrated nearly
through the head. The wound is mortal. 11.'he President has been insensible
ever since it was inflicted, and is now dying.
.A.bout the same hour, an assassin, whether the same or another, entered Mr.
Seward's house, and, under pretence of having a prescription, was shown to the
Secretary's sick chamber. The Secretary was in bed, a nurse and Miss Seward
'll'ith him. The assassin immediately rushed to the bed, inflicted one or two
stabs on the throat, and two on the face. It is hoped the wounds may not bu
mortal. My apprehension is that they will prove fatal.
The noise alarmed Mr. Frederick Seward, who was in an adjoining room, and
hastened to the door of his father's room, where he met the assassin, who inflicted
upon him one or more dangerous wounds. The recovery of Frederick Seward is
doubtful.
It is not probable that the President wi7l live through the night.
Gen. Grant and wife were advertised to be at the theatre this evening, but he
started to Burlington at 6 o'clock, P. M. .A.ta cabinet meeting, at which General
Grant was present, to-day, the subject of the state of the country and the prospects of a speedy peace were discussed.

•
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The President was very cheerful and hopeful. He spoke very kindly of General
Lee and. others of the confederacy, and the establishment of the government of
Virginia.
All the members of the cabinet, except Mr. Seward, are now in attendance upon
the President I have'seen Mr. Seward, but he and Frederick were both unconscious.
Enwrn M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

THE PRESIDENT'S CONDITION.
Washington, April 15, 2.30 A. M.-The President is still alive, but is growing
weaker. The ball is lodged in his brain, _three inches from where it entered the
skull. He remains insensible and his condition is utterly hopeles;. The VicePresident has been to see him, but all company except the Cabinet, his family,
and a few friends, are rigidly excluded.
Large crowds still continue in the street as near to the house as the line of
guards will allow.

SECOND OFFICIAL GAZETTE.
Washi'ngton Apri"l 15, 3 A.M.-MAJoR-GENERAL Drx, NEW YoRK.-The President still breathes, but is quite insensible, as he has been ever since he was shot.
Ile evidently did not see the person who shot him, but was looking on the stage,
as he was approached behind.
Mr. Seward has rallied, and it is hoped may live. Frederick Seward's condition·
is very critical. The attendant who was present was stabbed through the lungs,
and is not expected to live. The wounds of Major Seward are not serious.
Investigation strongly indicates J. Wilkes Booth as the assassin of the President. Whether it was the same or a different person that attempted to murder
Mr. Seward remains in doubt.
Chief Justice Carter is engaged in taking the evidence. Every exertion has
been m:lde to prevent the esc11pe of the murderer. His horse has been found in
the road near Washington.
EnwrN M. SrAN'l'ON, Secretary of War.

THE ASSASSINS.
THIRD OFFICIAL GAZETTE.
Washington Apri'l 15, 4.10, A. M.-MAJOR-GENERAL Drx, NEw YORK. The
President continues insensible and is sinking.
Secretary Seward remains without change.
Frederick Seward's skull is fractured in two plaees, besides a severe cut upon
the head. The attendant is still alive but hopeless. Major Seward's wounds are
are not d:lngerous.
It is now ascertained, with reasonable certainty, that two assassins were engaged
in the horrible crime, J. Wilkes Booth being the one that shot the President.
'I'he other is a comp.anion of his, whose name is not known.
It appears from a letter found in Booth's trunk, that the murder W:lS plannf-d

,
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before the 4th or March, but fell through then because the accomplice backed ont
uatil "Richmond could be heard from."
Booth and his accomplice were at the livery stable at six o'clock last evening,
and left there about ten o'clock, or shortly before that hour. It would seem that
for several days they have been seeking their chance, but for some unknown
reason it was not carried into effect until last night. One of them has evidently
made his way to Baltimore; the other has not yet been traced.
EDWIN M. STANTON Secretary of War.

OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT'S ACCOUNT.

'

Washington, .April 14.-The city is full of the wildest excitement. President
Lincoln, attended by his wife, was at Ford's Theatre this evening. About half.
past ten, while the performance was going on, a man who had been seen standing
near the door of the President's private box, entered it, and shot the President
in the head. The ball entered the eye and came out back of his head. Immediately upon firing the assassin jumped from the box on ·to the stage of the theatre;
as he jumped he held a Jong dirk in his hand and shouted "Sic semper Tyrannis."
As the assassin struck the stage he missed his footing and fell into the orchestra,
but quickly recovering his feet he jumped upon the stago, and brandishing his
dirk ran behind the scenes and made safe his escape into a back alley of the
theatre, where his horse was in readiness for him. Mounting his horse, he rode
rapidly away, no one as yet knows whither. No pen can describe the excitement
of the moment. The whole audience was petrified with horror, and not until the
assassin had disappeared behind the scenes did men regain their senses. In an
instant hundreds rushed upon the stage, crying for vengeance on the villain, but
he had escaped. The President, upon being shot, told his wife he was dying
and bade her good-by. He was quickly removed from the theatre by his friends,
and taken to a house opposite, where a more critical examination was made of
his wound by the surgeons, who pronounced it very dangerous, but possibly not
mortal. Mrs. Lincoln, in great agony, accompanied her husband and remained
with him during these trying moments. As the sad news spread over the city
thousands rushed for the scene of the tragedy, and the house was literally besieged by most anxious inquirers after President Lincoln's injuries. As the
moments passed by the question was repeatedly asked, "Is President Lincoln
dead 1" "No," was the reply, "but there is no hope of his recovery." At about
a quarter of twelve the physician in attendance announced from the steps of the
house, that the President was dead. Slowly the crowd began to disperse, and the
sorrowful news passed from lip to lip. Various opinions are entertained as to
who is the assassin. Suspicions rest upon a certain actor, who was seen in the
theatre near the President's box just before the shot was fired, but in the excitement of the moment I prefer to mention no name. The revolver and hat of the
assassin were picked up on the stage, and may lead to the discovery of the murderer. About the same time the President was assassinated, a man entered the
house of Secretary Seward, under the pretence of having an important prescription from his physician. Entering the Secretary's room unattended, he cut his
· throat from ear to ear. The Secretary's son, hearing the scuffle, rushed in, but
was met by the villain, who cut him in the face, and in the arm, and rushing
down-stairs made his escape; not before, however, e had met Major Seward,

Uooth.
l\Ir. Lincoln.
Mrs. Lincoln.
Miss Hnrris.
Major Rnthbun.
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOL"N' IN HIS PRIYATE :nox AT FORD'S THEATRE, WASTTINGTON, APRIL 14. 186 ..
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second son or the Secretary, who attempted to arrest him, but was struck on the
head with a billy, but not seriously injured .
.A.t this late hour I am informed by the Secretary's physician that no arteries
have been struck, and that the Secretary will recover.
GeMral Grant fortunately left for the North this afternoon, a.nd, doubtless by
his absence, has escaped the machinations of conspirators.
decretaries Stanton an<l \V ells also escaped the plot, as well as the remaining
L,embers of the Cabinet.
'l'hese are the briefest d~tn.ils or this tragic night. One arrest was made in the
theatre of a m1m who said he knew all about the plot, but as yet the assassins
uave not been arrested. It is believed that a deep conspiracy is on foot to assassinate the remaining leading members of the Government.
It is now 12.30, and the excitement has not abated in the least; crowds ~re
evrrywhere and the whole city is in the streets.

ANOTHER ACCOUNT.
ASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

ATI'EMPTRD MURDER OF THE SECRETARY

or

STATE,

NO IlOPE FOR TIIE PRESIDENT'S LIFE.
ESCAPE OF THE ASSASSINS.

Washington, April 14.-The President of th
nited States WI\S shot while atlending at Ford's Theatre to-night. It is feared that the wounds a.re mortal.
THE PARTICULARS.

Washington, .April 14.-President Lincoln and his wife, together with other
friends, this evening visited Ford's Theatre for the purpose of witnessing the
performance of the ".American Cousin."
It _was announced in the papers that General Grant woul<l also be present, but
that gentleman instead took the late train of cars for New Jersey.
'fhe theatre was densely crowded, cmd everybody seem delighted with the
scene before them.
During the third a.ct, and while there was a temporary pause for one of the
actors to enter, the sharp report of a pistol was heard, which merely attracted
attention, but suggested nothing serious, until a man rushed to the front of tho
President's box waving a long dagger in his right hand, and exclaiming, Sic semper Tyrannis, and immediately leaped from the box which was of the second
tier, to the stage beneath, nnd ran across to the opposite side, thus making his
est!ape, amid the bewilderment of the audience, from the rear of the theatre anti
n..ounting a horse fled.
The ,creams of Mrs. Lincoln first disclosed the fact to the ·audience that tlie
President had been shot, then all present rose to their feet, rushing towards fhe
stage, many exdaiming, "Hang him! hang him!"
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The excitement was one of the wildest possible description, and of course there
was an abrupt termination of the theatrical performance.
There was a rush towards the presidential box, when cries were heard, "Stand
back!" "Give him air!" "Has any one stimulants?'' On a hasty examination
it was found that the President had been shot through the head above and back
of the temporal bone, and that some of the brain was oozing out.
He was removed to a private house opposite to the theatre, and the Surgeon
General of the .A.rmy and other surgeons were sent for to attend to his condition.
On an examination of the private box, blood was cNscovered on the back of
the cushioned rocking-chair on which the President had been sitting, also on the
partition and on the floor. .A. common single-barrelled pocket-pistol was fotmd
on the carpet.
.A. military guard. was placed in front of the private residence to which the
President had been conveyed.
.A.n immense crowd gathered in front of it, all deeply anxious to learn the condition of the President. It had been previously announced that the wound was
mortal but all hoped otherwise. The shock to the community was terrible.
.A.t dnight the Cabinet, with Messrs. Summer, Colfax and Farnsworth, Judge
Carter, Govenor Oglesby, Gen. Meigs, Col. Hay, and a few personal friends, with
Surgeon-General Barnes and his medical associates, were around his bedside.

THE PRESIDENT IN A DYING CONDITION.
Jlidnight.-The President was in a state of syncope, totally insensible and

breathing hardly, the blood oozing from the wound at the back of his head.
The Surgeons were exhausting every possible effort of medical skill, but all
hope was gone.
The parting of his family with the dying President is too sad for description.
The President and Mrs. Lincoln did not start to the theatre till fifteen minutes
after 8 o'clock. Speaker Colfax was at the White House at the time, and the
President stated to him that he was going, although Mrs. Lincoln had not been
well, because the papers had advertised that Gen. Grant and they were b be
present, and as Gen. Grant had gone North, he did not wish the audience to be
disappointed.
The President went with appare~t reluctance, and urged Mr. Colfax to go with
him; but that gentleman had made other engagements, and, with Mr. .A.shmun,
of Massachusetts, bade him good-bye.

ATTEMPED ASSASSINATION OF SECRETARY SEWARD.
When the excitement at the theatre was at its wildest height, reports were cir,
culated that Secretary Seward had also been assassinated. On reaching this gen•
tleman's residence a crowd and military guard were found at the door, and on
entering it was ascertained that the reports were based upon truth; everybody
there was so excited that scarcely an intelligible account could be gathered, but
the facts are substantially as follows :
A.t ten o'clock P. 'M. a man rang the bell, and the call having been answered by
a colored servant, he said he had come from Dr. Verdi, Secretary Seward's family
physician, with a prescription, at the same time holding in his hand a. small piece

,.
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of folded paper, and saying in answer to a refusal, that he must see the Secretary,
as he was entrusted with a particular direction concerning the medicine. Ile
still insisted on going up, although repeatedly informed that no one could enter .
the chamber. The man pushed the servant aside and walked quickly to 1he
Secretary's room, and was there met by Mr. Frederick W. Seward, of whom he
demanded to see the Secretary, making the same representation which he did to
the servant. What further passed in the way of colloquy is not known, but the
man struck him in the head with a billy, severely injuring the skull and felling
him almost senseless. The assassin then rushed into the chamber and attacked
Major Seward, Paymaster in the United States .A.rmy, and Mr. Hansell, a Messenger of the State Department and two male nurses, disabling lhem all. Ile
then rushed upon the Secretary, who was lying in bed in the same room, and inflicted three stabs in the neck, but severing, it is hoped, no arteries.
The assassin then rushed down-stairs, mounted his horse at the door and rode
off before an alarm could be sounded, and in the same manner as the assassin of
the President. It is believed the injuries of the Secretary are not fatul, nor those
of the others, although both the Secretary and the Assistant Secretary are very
seriously injured.
Secretary Stanton and Welles, and other prominent officers of the Governmei,t,
called at Secretary Seward's house to inquire into his condition. and there hearing of the assassination of the President, proceeded to the house where he was
lying, exhibiting, of course, intense anxiety and solicit11de.
.A.n immense crowd was gathered in front of the President's house, and a strong
guard also stationed there, many persons evidently supposing that he would be
bMught to his home.
The entire city to-night presented a scene of wild excitement, accompanied by
violent expressions of indignation and the profoundest sorrow. Many shed tears.
The military authorities have despatched patrols in every direction, in order,
if possible, to arrest the assassin, while the Metropolitan Police are alike vigilant
for the same purpose.
'.l'he attack, both at the theatre and at Secretary Seward's house, took place at
about the same hour, (ten o'clock), thus showing a prcconcerted plan to assassinate those gentlemen. Some evidence of the guilt of the party who attacked tl1e
President are in possession of the police.
Vice-President Johnson is in the city, and his hotel quarters 'are guarded by
troops.
We learn that Gen. Grant received intelligence of this sad calamity soon after
midnight, when at Walnut street wharf, on his way to Burlington, N. J.

THE PRESIDENT'S LAST HOURS. .

Washington, .April- 15-11 .A..M.-.A.t twenty minutes past 7 o'clock the President breathed his last, closing his eyes as if falling to sleep, and his countenance
assuming an expression of perfect serenity. There were no indications of pain
and it was not known that he was dead until the gradually decreasing respiratio11
ceased altogether.
The Rev. D. .A.. Gurley of the New York Avenue Presbyterian Church, immediately on its being ascertained that life was extinct, knelt at the bedside, and
offered an impressive prayer, which was responded to by all present.
Dr. Gurley then proceeded to the front parlor, where lllrs. Lincoln, Captain
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Robert Lincoln, Mr. John Hay, the private secretary, and others, were waiting,
where he again off'ered prayer for the consolation of the family.
The following minutes, taken by Dr. Abbott, show the condition of the President throughout the night :
11 P. M., pulse 44; 11.05 P. M., pulse 45, and growing weaker; 11.10 P. ~I., pulse
45; 11.15 P. M., pulse 42; 11.20 P. M., pulse 45, respiration 27 to 29; 11.25 P. ~f.,
pulse 42; 11.32 P. M., pulse 48 and full; 11.40 P. M., pulse 45; 11.55 P. M., pulse
45, respiration 22; 12.8 P. M., respiration 22; 12.15 P. M., respiration 21, ecchymosis both CJllS; 12.30 P. M., pulse 54; 12.32 P. M., pulse 60; 12.35 P. M., pulse
66; 12.40 P. M., pulse 60, right eye much swollen and ecchymosis; 12.45 P. M .•
pulse 70, respiration 27; 12.55 P. M., pulse 80, struggling motion of arms; 1 .A.. M.,
pulse 86, respiration 30 ; 1.30 .A.. M., pulse 95, appearing easier ; 1.45 .A.. M., pulse 86,
very quiet; respiration irregular; Mrs. Lincoln present; 2.10 .A.. M., Mrs. Lincoln
retired with Robert Lincoln to an adjoining room; 2.30 .A.. M., the President is very
quiet; pulse 54; respiration 28; 2.52 .A.. M., pulse 48; respiration 30; 3 .A.. M.,
visited again by Mrs. Lincoln; 3.25 .A.. M., respiration 24, and regular ; 3.35 .A.. M..
prayer by the Rev. Dr. Gurley; 4 .A.. M., respiration 26, and regular; 4.15 .A.. M.,
pulse 60 ; respiration 25 ; 5.50 .A.. M., respiration 28, and regular sleeping; 6 .A. M.,
pnlse failing; respiration 28; 6.30 .A.. M., still failing and labored breathing;, 7
A. M., symptoms of immediate dissolution; 7.22 .A.. M., death.

THE

ASSASSINATION.
ITS SECRET HISTORY.

BOOTII'S ACTIONS PREVIOUS TO THE MURDER.
Washington, Apri"l 17.-Developments are being made hourly, showing that
the plot to assassinate the President and Cabinet was planned long ago, and that
the conspirators were only waiting for a favorable opportunity to carry out their
designs.
That the Knights of the Golden Circle were the originators of the conspiracy
there is no doubt, and it is also assured that the 4th of March was fixed for tho
commission of the deed.
The assassination of the President throws light upon much which had seemed
strange in the conduct of Booth during the past winter, and there is good reason
to believe that in murdering Mr. Lincoln he was complying with an obligation
of the Order of which he was a member, and which obligation has fallen to him
by lot.
During the last two months he had seemed to be completely absorbed in some
project, which none of his friends could fathom. In the midst of associates he
would frequently remain silent; or, if conversing, would talk in a pointless way,
as if thinking of some great trouble.
On the 4th of March his conduct was particularly noticed as being unusually
1trange.
Dw-ing the morning, his nervous actions attracted considerable attention

'
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am mg his acquaintances, from among whom he suddenly disappeared, and was
not seen again until a friend found him standing on the embankment at the north
wing of the capitol, near which spot the President would necessarily pass.
Booth was dressed in a slouch suit, with his pants tucked into the tops of his
boots, and an old felt hat drawn over his face. His friend hailed him two or
three times, receiving no reply, and finally went up where Booth was standing,
when the latter for the first time manifested his recognition of the gentleman, his
manner conveying an impression that he did not wish to be recognized.
As the President passed, he turned away with his friend as if disappointed by
the absence of some one, and preserved throughout the day a moody silence.
On Friday last he was about the Natiou:i,l IIotel as usual, and strolled up and
down the Avenue several times. During one of the strolls he stopped at the
Kirkwood House, and sent into Vice-President Johnson a card, upon which was
written:" I do not wish to disturb you. Are you in ?
"J. WILKES BOOTH."
A gentleman of Booth's acquaintance at this time met him in front of the
Kirkwood House, and in the conversation which followed made some allusion to
Booth's business, and in a jesting way asked, "What made him so gloomy? had
he lost another thousand in oil?"
Booth replied that he had lost considera.bly by the. freshet; that he had been
hard at work that day, and was about to leave Washington never to return.
Just then a boy came out and said to Booth-" Yes, he is in his room."
Upon which the gentleman walked on, supposing Booth would enter the hotel.
About 7 o'clock, on Friday evening, he came down from his room at the Na.tional, and was spoken to by several concerning his paleness, which he said proceeded from indisposition. Just before leaving he asked the clerk if he was not
going to Ford's theatre, and added, " There wi1l be some very fine acting there tonight I"
Mr. Sessford, ticket agent at the theatre, noticed Booth as he passed in, and
shortly after the latter entered the restaurant next the theatre and in a hurried
manner called. for "Brandy I brandy I brandy I" rapping at the same time on
the bar.
Yesterday a great coat, stained with blood, and which had evidently been worn
as an overcoat, was found near Fort Bunker Hill, just back of Glenwood Cemetery. In the pocket was a false moustache, a pair of riding gloves, and a slip of
paper upon which was written:-" Mary C. Gardner, 419."
'I'his is supposed to have been worn by the man who attacked Secretary Seward,
although the weight of the evidence indicates that all the conspi,ators took the
same route, that of the Navy Yard bridge.
'l'his morning Detective Kelly and a detail of patrolmen of the Second Ward,
by order of Judge Olin, proceeded to the house of Mollie Turner, corner of
Thirteenth street and Ohio avenue, and arrested all the inmates, from the mistr€ss
to the cook-eight in all-and took them to the police headquarters, to be held
as witnesses. This is the house where Booth spent much of his time. li:lla
Turner, the woman who attempted suicide, being his kept mistress.
Secretary Seward is doing well to-day, and the indications are highly favorable
for the recovery of Frederick Seward, who has somewhat revivea' from his comatose state. T~e assassins are still at large.

so
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JOHN SURRATT.
From the description given of his assailant by Mr. Seward, suspicion has been
fastened upon a young man named John Surratt, whose residence is about
ten miles south of "\Vashington, on the Bryantown road. His father was wellknown and esteemed uy to the time of his sudden death from apoplexy, within a
year past. He owned a large country store, and held the office of Postmaster at
the time of his demise. Young Surratt is reported to have been an active sympathizer in the Rebel cause, though by no means a man of sufficient daring to
have planned the deeds with which his name has been unhappily associated.
His connection with the transaction, if such he should be found to have had,
even more than Booth's, is regarded as indicative of the existence of a secret aud
powerful organization. From the lower part of Maryland ever since the be·
ginning of the war, a regular system of intercourse has been kept up across tho
Potomac, and there have been evidences, from time to time, going to show that
the Maryland adherents to the Confede rate cause were exceedingly well posted as
to the state of affairs in Richmond and beyond.
There was, for a long while, a very efficiently worked underground railway
system between the Rebel capital and the vicinity of Port Tobacco and Leonardtown, Maryland, and not only correspondence but light freight and passengers
were transferred over the secret route. According to the letters found in Booth's
trunk, at the National Ilotel, his accomplice had once urged a postponement of
the "mysterious business" until "Richmond could be heard from"-probably by
the clandestine route alluded to-which, following on the statement of the Richmond journals, apropos of Beale's execution in New York harbor, together with
the arguments previously advanced, demonstrates almost beyond the possibility
of a doubt that Booth and Surratt, or whosoever the actor's confederate may
have been, were the agents of a bloo.dthirsty gang at the late Rebel capital.
If the criminals were the men who rode over the Anacostia Bridge, on the
night of the murder, they were probably going over familiar ground to some
point on the Potomac, whence they expected to cross over into Virginia, and
thence to Jeff. Davis' distant retreat, if practicable-or by hook or crook to join
Moseby's yet unscattered force, this side of Richmond-all in accordance with
previous arrangement.
0

Captain McGowan's Account of the Assassination.

The following statement of Captain Theodore McGowan, .A.. A. G. to Gen
Augur, may be implicitly relied on as a correct version of the assassination of
Mr. Lincoln.
Washington, D. 0., .Avril 14.-0n the night of Friday, April 14th, 1865, in company with a friend, I went to Ford's Theatre. Arriving there just after the en
trance of President Lincoln and the party accompanying him, my friend, Lieutenant
Crawford and I, after viewing the presidential party from the opposite side of
the dress circle, went to the right side, and took seats in the passage above the
scats of the dress circle, and about five feet from the door of the box occupied by
President Lincoln. During the performance the attendant of the President came
out and took the chair nearest the door. I sat, and had been sitting about four
feet to his left and rear for some time.
I remember that a man, whose face I do not distinctly recollect, passed me and
inquird of one sitting near who the President's messenger was, and learning, ex
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htbited to him an envelope, aJ:Parently official, having a printed heading an.d
unperscribed in a bold hand, I could not rood the address and did not try. I
think now it was meant for Lieutenant-General Grant. That man wimt away.
Some time after I was disturbed in my seat by the approach of a man who
desired to pa,ss up on the aisle in which I was sitting. Giving him room by bending my chair forward he passed me, and stepped one step down upon the level
below me. Standing there, he was almost in my line of sight, and I saw him
while watching the play. He stood, as I remember, one step above the messenger,
and remained perhaps one minute looking at the stage and orchestra below.
'l'hcn he drew a number of visiting cards from his pocket, from which, with
some attention, he drew or selected one. These things I saw distinctly. I saw
him stoop, and, I think, descend to the level with the messenger, and by his right
side. Ile showed the card to the messenger, and as my attention was then more
closely fixed upon the play, I do not know whether the card was carried in by tac
messenger, or his consent given to the entrance of the man who presented it.
I saw, a few moments after, the same man entering the door of the lobby, lea.cling to the box and the door closing behind him. 'fhis was seen, because I could
not fail from my position to observe it; the door side of the proscenium box and
the stage were all within the direct and oblique lines of my sight. How long I
wakhed the play after entering I do not know.
It was, perhaps, two or three minutes, possibly four. The house was perfectly
1til1 1 the large audience listening to the dialogue between " Florence Trenchard"
and "May Meredith," when the sharp report of a pistol rang through the house.
ft was apparently fired behind the scenes, on the right of the stage. Looking towards it and behind the presidential box, while it started all, it was evidently aecepted by every one in the theatre as an introduction to some new passage, several
of which had been interpolated in the early part of the play. .A.. moment after, a
m,u1 leaped from the front of the box directly down, nine feet, an.d on the stage,
11nd ran rapidly across it, bare-headed, holding an unsheathed dagger in his right
h:md, the blade of which flashed brightly in the gas-light as he came within tm
feet of the opposite rear exit. I did not see his face as he leaped or ran, but I am
convinced that he was the man I saw enter. As he leaped he cried distinctly the
motto of Virginia., "Sic 3emper tyranni"s."
The hearing of this and the sight of the dagger explained fully to me the nature
of the deed he had committed. In an instant he had disappeared behind the sidoscene. Consternation seemed for a moment to rivet every one to his seat, thu
next moment confusion reigned supreme. I saw the features of the man distinctly before he entered the box, having surveyed him contemptuously before he
entered, supposing him to be an ill-bred fellow who was pressing a selfish matter
upon the President in his hours of leisure.
T~e assassin of the President is about five feet nine and a half inches hig-h,
1,\ack hair, and I think eyes of the same color. He did not turn his face more
thllll quarter front, as artists term it. Ilis face was .smooth, as I remember, with
the exception of a moustache of moderate size, but of this I am not positive. He
1•rns tlrcssed in a black coat, approximating to a dress frock, dark pants, and wore
a stiff-rimmed, flat-topped, round-crowned black hat, or felt, I think. Ee was •
gentlemanly looking person, having no decided or obtruding mark. He seemed
f()r- a moment or two to survey the house wi:th the deliberation of an habit"•
{If the theatre.
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FURTHER DETAILS OF THE ASSASSINATION.

J.>LOT TO MURDER THE ENTIRE CABINET.

Booth's Attempt to reach President Johnson,
S'f.A.TEME:N'TS OF MISS LAUR.A. KEENE, M.A.JOR RATHBUN,
A.ND CA.PT.A.IN M.A.CGOW AN.

SECRETARY SEWARD'S CONDITION.

ESCAPE OF THE MURDERERS
LATEST FROM SECRETARY SEW ARD.

He Receives the Intelligence of the Assassination of President Lincoln.
Washington, .April 17. -The deep ·interest felt in Secretary Seward, has

thronged his residence with visitors, among them several members of the Cab~
net and Foreign Ministers.
Ile was informed yesterday, for the fir1.t time, of the assassination of the
l'rcsident, and of the attempted assassination of his son, the Assistant Secretary,
a.nd, to some extent, of the condition in which he then lay.
Though moved with the intensest sorrow and horror at a recital of the facts,
his strength had so far returned as to enable him to bear up under the trying
ordeal

The Assassins-$30,000 Reward.
Washington, .April 17.-Every effort that ingenuity, excited by fervor, can
r.take, is being put forth by ail the proper authorities to ca-pture or trace the
&aSassins of Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward.
'l'he Common Council of this c:ty have offered a reward of $20,000 for the
,rrest and conviction of the assassin. To this sum another of $10,000 is added
};y Colonel L. C. Baker, agent of the War Department, making the whole reward
Thirty Thousand Dollars. To this announcement are added the following de,criptions of the individuals accused:
Description of J. Wilkes Booth.
The description of John Wilkes Booth, who assassinated the President on the
evening of April 14, 1865 :-Height, 5 feet 8 inches ; weight, 160 pounds ; com•
p:i.ctly built; hair jet black, i:r~clined to curl, medium length, parted behind; eyes
blaok and heavy; dark eye-brows; wears a large seal ring on the little finger;
when t.atking, inclines his head forward and looks down.
Descrtption of the person who attei;npted to assassinate the Hon. William HSci\'ar<l, Secretary of State:.t:Ieight, 6 feet one inch ; hair black, thick, full, and straight; no beard, nor
nw.earaJ>Ce of beard; c~eeks red in the jaw!; h,ee moderately full; 22 or 2~
yer.ra ~r age.
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Color or eyes not known, large eyes but not prominent; brows, not heavy but
dark; face, not large but rather round; complexion healthy; nose straight and
well-formed, medium sized.
•
His mouth was small, lips thin ; upper lip protruded when he talked ; chin
pointed and prominent ; head medium size ; neck short and of tnedium size ;
hands soft and small, fingers tapering; shows no signs of hard labor.
He had broad shoulders, taper waist, straight figure-a strong looking man;
manner not gentlemanly but vulgar.
He was clad in a dress overcoat, with side-pockets and one on the breast, with
hppels; black pants of common stuff, new heavy boots; voice small and thin, inclined to tenor.

Number of Assassins Six.

The nnmber 0£ persons engaged in the assassination, as developed by evidei:i-ce
thus far educed, is six, including Booth.
Ilad each man engaged performed his part, the entire cabinet, with Vice-President Johnson, would have been assassinated.

Three Supposed Accomplices Arrested.
'l'he town is full of rumors of the capture of Booth and Snrrat; but an hour
ago neither had been taken. Several arrests have been made-among them, three
supposed accomplices of•Booth in Prince George county, Maryland.

Frederick W. Seward Conscious.
Secretary Seward is doing well. Frederick is still in a dangerous condition,
though there is hope of his life. For the first time he is conscious, replying to a
qnestion.

Pistol e.nd Knife Fou:nd.
In the room above the one occupied by Vice-President Johnson, in the Kirk-

wood House, was found the pistol and knife which are of the same pattern as
those in Secretary Seward's house.

INVESTIGATION-A CONSPIRACY TO ASSASSINATE EVERY
MEMBER OF THE CABINET, ETC.
Washington, April 17.-'l'he investigation in regard to the assassination is still
progressing. A regular conspiracy to assassinate every member of the Cabinet,
together with the Vice-President, has already been ascertained by clevelopments
which have just come to light. 'l'he names of the severally appointed assassins
are, it is unclerstood, k~own, and when all the facts are published the country will
Le astonnclecl. 1Ve refrain from motives of public interest from mentioning any
names.
The murderer Dooth llas undoubteclly made his escape into Rebeldom, 11.s have
also the other assassins. It ntay be sometime before he and the rest of them are
apprehended, but they surely will be in the end.
Secretary Seward is regarded by his physicians as out or danger. Assistant
Secretary F. W. Seward is also better to-day.

John Wilkes Booth.

This young man-for he is only thirty-three years 6f age-is the youngest son
of the elder Booth, a.nd is next in order of birth to his distinguished brother
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Ed"-in. He WM born on his father's farm near Baltimore, and is thus a Marylander. Like his two brothers, Edwin, and Junius Brutus, he inherited and early
manifested a predilection for the stage, and is well known tr theatre-goers and
the public generally as a very fine-looking young man, but as an actor of more
promise than performance.
He is best remembered perhaps, in "Richard," which he played closely after his
father's conception of that character, and by his admirers was considered superior
to the elder Booth. He was quite popular in the ,vestern and Southern cities,
and his last extended engagement was, we believe, in Chicago.
e have heard excellent actors say-and actors are not over apt to praise each
other-that he had inherited some of the most brilliant qualities of his father's
genius. But, of late, an apparently incurable bronchial affection has ma<le almost
every engagement a failure. 'fhc papers and critics have apologized for his
"hoarseness," but it has long been known by his friends that he would be compelled
to abandon the stage.
Last winter he played an engagement in the St. Charles Theatre, in New
Orleans, under the disadvantage of his "hoarseness," and the engagement terminated sooner than was expected on that account. He had many old friends in
that city, but this was his first appearance there since the inception of the rebellion. On his arrival he called upon the editor of one of the leading journals, and
iu the course of conversation warmly expressed his sympathy with secession.
ludeed, he was well known as a secessionist, but he was not one of the "noisy
kind." Ile has the same quiet, subdued, gentlemanly manncr in his intercourse
with others, that marks his whole family.
Hiq last appearance in public in this city was on the evening of November 23,
1864, at Winter Garden, when the play of Julius Cresar was given for the benefii
of the Shaskespeare Monument Fund, with a cast including the three Booth
brothers-Edwin as "Brutus," Junius as" Cassius," and John Wilkes as" Marc
Antony." There was a very large and appreciative audience on that occasion.
If it is indeed true that he is the assassin of the President, the universal indig.
nation which will consign him to lasting infamy will not prevent the expression
or the profoundest sympathy and &orrow for those who are allied to him by blood;
1md whose condemnation of the act will not be less emphatic than our own; and
all the more emphatic, because of their outspoken fidelity to the loyal cause, and
their heartfelt admiration of the late President.

,v

Mr. Edwin Booth.
Of course, no just-minded or thoughtful person would let the !oul act of J.
Wilkes Booth reflect upon the eminent trageqian Edwin Booth, his brother. But
for the information of those who do not know Mr. Edwin Booth's opinions, and
who may imagine that sentiments are inherited with family names, we will say
that he has been a thorough Union man; he has on different occasions, here and
elsewhere, for the benefit of the Sanitary Commission, anp. in many other ways,
shown his sympathy with the Union cause. We are informed that political dif:.
furences had caused a serious quarrel between Mr. Booth and his brother somP.
ume ago.
Frederick W. Seward.
)r{r. Fre<krick William Seward, son of the Secretary, and himself As11istani
Secretary of State, who was wounded by the assassin, was graduated at Union
College, Schenectady, New York, in the class of 1849, and afterwards studied law
i.u hia father's office in Auburn and wai; a<lruitted to the ~r in 1852. A fow
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years later he purc~ased an interest in and became one of tho editors of the
Albany Evening Journal. After the appointment of his father as Secretary of
State, in 1861, he was placed in the position of the Assistant Secretaryship, and
nas discharged his duties with great ability and credit. He was a young man of
fine abilities, of most winning manners, and was endeared to a very large circle of
private as well as political friends.

Clarence H. Seward.
It was reported this morning that Major Clarence H. Seward also was attacked
by the a.ssassin, but the statement is erroneous, as he was in New York on Satur·
day. He is a nephew, and we believe an adopted son, of Elecretary Seward.
He was a graduate of Geneva, New York (now Hobart Free) College, was
admitted to the bar, and has practised law,in New York city. He volunteered in
the early part of the war, and from a lieutenancy has lately been promoted to a
majority in the volunteers.

Vice-President Johnson to have been also Assassinated.
It is very evident that the then Vice~President Johnson was included in the
murderous prog'ramme of Friday night. Oh 'l'hursday a man of genteel appearance took a room at Kirkwood's Hotel, where Mr. John • oards. For reasons
best known to the proprietor or the detective, the name registered has not been
disclosed.
During the following day he was particular in his inquiries ab.out the room, of
Mr. Johnson, his whereabouts and habits. Since Friday night -the strange
lodger has not been seen ; and on breaking open his room last night there were
found concealed between the bed and mattress .a bowie knife and navy revolver,
and a bank book of J. Wilkes Booth, showing a balance of over four hundred
dollars in bank.
During the afternoon of Friday, Booth called at Kirkwood's and sent 't o Mr.
Johnson a card, as follows .;

"Don't wish to disturb you.

Are you at home ?
"J. WILKES BOOTH."
When the' assassination 0f Mr. Lincoln occurred, Senator Farwell, of Maine,
was in the theatre, and hurried to Mr. Johnson's room and woke him up, to
apprise him of the horrid tragedy. Upon entering the room he took the precaution to extinguish the light. It may be that this circumstance, or perhaps the
early retiring of Mr. Johnson, saved him from assassination.

Major Rathbun's Statement.
The President's box at Ford's theatre is a double one, or what ordinarily
constitutes two boxes, in the second tier, at the left of the stage. Wb m occupied
by the presidential party the separating partition is removed, and che two are
thus thrown into one.
The box is entered from a narrow, dark hall-way, which in turn is separated
from the dress circle by a small door. The examination of the premises discloses
the fact that ·the assassin had fully and deliberately prepared and arranged them
for his diabolical purpose previous to the assembling of the audience.
.A. piece of board one inch thick, six inches wide, and about three feet in length,
served for a bar, one end being placed in an indentation excayated in the wall for
the purpose, about four feet from the floor, and the other against the moulding of
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the door-panel, a few inches higher than the end in the wall, so that it would lie
impossible to jar it out of place by knocking on the door on the outside.
'l'he demon havi1'g thus guarded against intrusion by any of the audience, next
proceeded to prepare a means of observing the position of the·parties inside the
boL With a gimlet or small bit he bored a hole in the door panel, which he
11.ftcrwa.rds reamed out with his knife so as to leave it little larger than a buckshot
gn the inside, while it was sufficiently large on the outside in the dark entry for
him to place his eye against with convenience and see the position occupied by
the Pr~ident and his friends. Both box doors were perforated in like manner.
But there were spring locks on each of these doors, and it was barely possible
that they might be fastened.
To -provide against such an emergency, the screws which fasten the bolt-hasps
to the wood had been partially withdriqvn, and left so that, while they would hold
the hasps to the wood, they would afford little or no resistance to a firm pressure
upon the door from the outside.

Miss Laura Keene's Statement.
Prominent among those mentioned in connection with the incidents of the la\e
tragical death of our worthy President, is the name of Miss Laura Keene, the
a~tress. In order to place her right in the history, the following facts will
suffice:
Miss Keene was behind the scenes at the precise time of the shooting, waiting
to come on the stage. She was near the place theatrically known as the tormentor.
She was on the northern side of the theatre, while the President's box was on t}:te
southern side.
Miss Keene's position was near the prompter's desk; but as that official was
11.bsent calling some of the actor·s, she placed herself near the point where she
could more readily enter upon heP purt.
·
She was at the time expecting to see the ingress of Mr. Spear, whose part wa~
at hand, and prepared herself to break his fall as he entered in a drunken scene;
but instead of receiving Mr. Spear, Mr. Booth pushed his way suddenly through
the side-scene, striking Miss Keene on the hand with his own in which he held
the dagger.
•
She for a second looked at him, and saw it was another person from the one she
expected-and instantaneously she heard the cry that the President wus shot.
The cry was spontaneous among the audience, and many of Uiem were making
for the stage.
She then knew something was occurring, as women were screaming, men hallooing, and children crying, as if a fire-panic had taken pince. :Miss Keene went to
the front of the stage, and, addressing the bewildered audience, said-" For God's
sake have presence of miJ?-d and keep your places, and all will be well."
Notwithstanding this appeal, the audience were boisterous ; and while all
seemed willing to detect the perpetrator of the great crime, but one made a move
to this end. Scarcely had the perpetrator of the crime jumped from the President's box to the stage than he was followed by Mr. Stewart, one of the audit<'rR.
As Mr. Booth crossed the stage he met and struck at the carpenter with the
dagger he held, and instantaneously made his exit to the rear of the theatre,
!l'here his horse was in readiness, and thence made his escar,e.
Miss Keene, after momentarily arresting the panic and cunstern&tion in the
audience, heard the cry of Miss Harris, saying," Miss Keene, bring ll<'IDC water."
Miss Keene, responding to the call, made her way, which waa tll.the• C'ircuitous,
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through the dress-circle to the President's box, and got there a few moments
after the occurrence.
There she saw Mrs. Lincoln, in the agony of a devoted wife, uttering the most
piteous cries. Miss Keene attempted to pacify her, at the same time olferin 6 the
good offices in her power, but she was convinced from her observation that hnmau
help was in vain. Miss Keene remained with the President until he was takeu
from the theatre.

FORMATION OF A REGULAR CONSPIRACY.
Wa.sllington, Aprt'I 17.-The "Natt'onal Jntelligencer" says: '\Vc can state on
the highest authority that it has been ascertained that there was a regular conspiracy to assassinate every member of the Cabinet, together with the Vice.
President.

Booth sends up his Card to President Johnson.

Booth, it is said, sent his card up to the Vice-President at till! hotel, but Mr
Johnson could not conveniently see him.
A member of the Cabinet remarked on the day a.fter the murder of Mr. Lincoln
that the Rebels had lost their best friend; that Mr. Lincoln at every Cabinet
:neeting invariably counselled forbearance, kin~ss, and mercy towards those
misguided men.
'l'he "Intelligencer" also contains the following :

Harmony between Lincoln and Johnson.

We understand, from authority which we deem unquestionable, that a few days
ago, after an interview between the late Chief Magistrate and the present OM,
Mr. Lincoln expres1,ed himself gratified with their concurrent views, and he placed
implicit confidence in 'the Vice-President.

THE OBSEQ1JIES.
FUNERAL CEREMONIES IN WASHINGTON.
Pilgrims from Every Quarter of the Union at the Capital

APPEARANCE OF THE WIIITE HOUSE.
'.rRE SCEl'l'E Il'I' THE EA.S'.r B.OOM.

THE RELIGIOUS SERVICES OF THE DAY.

PRAYER OF BISHOP SIMPSON.
FUNERAL ORATION BY REV. DR. GURLEY.
A NATION'S SORROW OYER IIER MARTYRED CHIE::t
W UHINGTON, .April 19th, 1865.
To-day has been a bright, genial day for a. sad, sad ceremony-the funer:i.l ol
our murdered President. The first beams of sunlight cnme out with th, booming
or morning cannon, and as the day grew old they grew radian~ till they were
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almost of Gummer hotness. As I write I see away out over the roof. tops rejoiriug
nature luxuriant in odorous blossoms and myriad budding leaves on the verdnreelad Virginia hills. 'l'here is not a cloud in the whole sl--y. It seems a~ glo.d as if no
nation Jay beneath mourning over its murdered dead, and paying him the last
honors the living can render to the departed; and yet so it is, for the spectacle
presented here to-day was but a part of the general sadness all over the.land. 'l'htl
whole city, ever since the death of the President, has been gloomy in crape,
stretching from house to house, as if to keep up the communion of sympathy and
the remembrance of our loss. Stores have been clbsed, business forgotten; for
Utfl sole thought of the people has· been the story of the dreadful murder and
condign justice on tho assassin. Washington has been sad ever since Goo~
Friday, although a joyous time of the Christian year; but W ecinesd::iy, April 19th,
will ever be her grandest and her saddest day-grand because of the great outpouring, the extraordinary demonstrations of respect to the dead-sad because all
this love, all this honor, was for one who was gone-one who could no longer
thank them, or feel himself nerved to greater deeds of good to the people of th!'
whole nation-one who had been slain e,en by those to whom he was a friend and
benefactor.

Mourners fro:rp. Abroad.

The announcement that the funeral would take place to-day drew together
immense numbers of people from every part of the country. Delegations came
from Illinois, New York, the New En.gland States, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Phil
a.delphia, indeed, every portion of the land, and numberless individual, came f~oin
numberless different places. The Union League of your city, a deputation from
the Councils, and the members of the Perseverance Hose Co., were among the
arrivals, while from New York came the Union League, the different public
Mcie ties, and a number of such men as John Jacob Astor, Moses H. G rin'lll'll.
Simeon Draper, and many others. E,ery train that arrived was full of men nnd
womcm clad in solemn black in respect to the memory of the nation's head. Bu~
'l'uPsday night and 1,VednC'sday morning brought the largest numbers, and Ill :hem
were soon added thousands from Baltimore, Alexandria, and the differed town.'i
and Yillages for miles around 1,Vashington. In the early morning, before fae
g-reat slumbering population had begun to appear in the streets, the city wore a
most foneral aspect, with its countless festoons of black flapping idly in the wind,
:md its mourning flags stretching out lazily before the intermittent April gusts,
only to fall b::ick suddenly to again hug the staffs that supportotl them. The
great dome of the Capitol stood out against the morning sky encircled with
badges of woe, and the White House was no longer white, but gloo.ny with tha
trappings of death.

The Streets Filling.
The time for the commencement of the funeral services at the "'hite Jlouse
was fixed at 12 o'clock, but before that time thousands began to pass tow:utls tl1e
Hxecntivc Mansion, clustering on Fifteenth street and Pennsylvania aYenue, and
lining with a black, surging mass, the pavement and railing guarding the grounds
in front of the mansion. Soon the troops began to arrive and take their places in
the line of escort. Soon the whole avenue from 'fhirteenth down to Fifteenth
street was crowded with thousands who stood looking mournfully on the draped
mansion and all the sad surroundings, reminding them of their great loss and of
the awful crime which- had been committed against them M a people. 'l'o this
motley ensemble of gleaming bayonets, uniforms of blue, and · the monotonou~
black of the popular dress, were soon added the innumerable carriages which were
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to compose part of the funeral procession. The sun beat hotly down, and the
oo'dying gusts shook up great clouds of dust, and sent them, with unswerving
impartiality, over the whole throng; yet there was no dimunition of the crowd,
but rather a conRt:i.nt increase of its numbers. The windows and porticoes of the
Treasury and State Department were also filled with ladies, who looked down
upon the sceµe before them with evident interest. .Admittance to the White
House could only be gained through the Treasury, and the doors were besieged
from early morning by anxious ones, who were desirous of entering the house to
witness and assist in the obsequies. There were people there who had travelled
hundreds of miles to gain this request, and there were people who had not
travelled at all; but all their pleadings were in vain. The most plausible stories,
the most ingenious subterfuges, were resorted to, but all were useless. The implacable officials turned them off without mercy, compelling them to wander
disconsolate, or be crushed in the swaying throng.

The Gathering in the Treasury.
1'hose who were fortunate enough to be gifted with the "open sesame" to the
,vhite House assembled in the west wing of the Treasury Department. A few
minutes before eleven the doors were opened, and admittance gained to the
Executive Mansion and the "East Room" over a long temporary wooden bridge,
which spanned the galleries and uneven ground lying between the marble monetary palace and the boundaries of the presidential grounds. It required a long
time for the many guests to pass, but the spacious rooms held all that were
admitted. The arrangements, under the direction of Assistant Secretary of the
'i'rea.sury Ilarrington, were of the completest kind, and every thing movell
smoothly, without the slightest delay or confusion.

Appearance of the White House.

Passing over the long, wooden bridge bearded sentries stopped the guest at the
gate until his ticket, entitling him to admittance, was shown. Then officers mn.rithalled him through the entrance rooms to the East Room, where the body of the
President lay in state. The exterior of the mansion was elaborately and tastefully draped. The pediments of white marble were festooned generously with
crape, which wound in regular folds down the great, sm~oth pillars to the ground.
The reception room was untouched. It was as always. But the light was dimmed
to a. funeral gloom, which made objects indistinct and shadowy, and prepared the
mind of the visitor for the aad scene into which a. few s}eps would usher him.
·when we entered it al. distinguished company was assembled: committees in spo~
Jess black, with great white silk sashes passed across their breasts over their right
shoulders ; generals of both grades, admirals, commodores, congressmen, and citizens from every part, of position and influence. Members of the presa were grouped
together in silence ovE>r the long area. A sad group of soldiers, cavalry and infantry, without arms or accoutrements were massed on the right of the portico,
their officers at their head, while scattered over the ground were other groups-rul
sad, all still, all impressed with the meaning of tl1e occasion that had hrought
them together.

The East Room.

The scene in this room burst on one with a. sudden pathos of woe, for every
thing that could suggest it was present. The heavy curtains were drawn down
over the windows, shutting out the sunlight, and long reaches of heavy crape
mingled its sombreness with the gay gold of the brocade. The mirrors, eight iu
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number, which in the times when the honored inmates of the presidential mansion
were happy, reflected back in myriad tints bright scenes, scenes of joy, were now
hidden in crape and barege. The ruddy yellow of the frames was hidden in black,
and the brilliant polish of the pier glass lost its brilliance beneath the white di.,.
guise of fairy gauze. But it was not the' gloom that saddened, nor the hangings
that coverei! every thing that looked of mortality, nor the abandonment of desolu.,tion in the city that smote the heart. There was something still more solemn, that
spoke far more clearly o! death, in the funeral catafalque and the silvered coffin
that held all that was earthly of the great, the good, the true. It needed none of
these raven plumes to tell of death, for there it was in all its ghastliness, under tl,c
gathering folds of the sumptuous canopy, covering the remains of Abraham Liu
coln. It struck all with force. Not one among all who entered the East Room,
no matter what he was-a total unbeliever or a fervent Christian-but felt that
the King of 'rerrors was o, mighty king, who spared no one in his anger, and
sought his victims alike from the highest and the lowest.

The Scene in the East Room.
All that art co.n do, all tho.t a desire for luxury can do, has been done to render
tlte East Room bcnutiful. Even in its garb of woe the same beauty remained
more lovely and even heightened by the grief that struggled with idle show, ·rendered the original beauty the more winsome. But on this occasion its natural
beauty was heightened by an intellectual beauty. All the talent, the genius, the
celebrity of our land were gathered within its comparatively narrow limits, and to
their prestige were added aII the mind and force represented m Washington by
the Diplomatic Uorp~. The guests had been r:mged in a great semi-circle around
!he catafalque. On the chord of the semi-circle was the corps of correspondents
of the press of the country-gentlemen whose m4;sion it is to criticise, instruct,
and elevate the masses, who. read their words with respect and profit. Between
the great arc of distinguished men and the chord of chroniclers who make hi8tory
was the catafalque, partially obscuring from the view of your correspondent tho
distinguished gentlemen who stood in the centre of the room, for the catafalque
stood in about the centre.
The guests entered the room in the order of their arrival, without regard to
rank. '!'here were amba adors, now congressmen, then members of the council
of some grieving loyal city, which had already sacrificed hundreds or thousands
of its loyal sons. A grave, gold-laced scion of the European aristocracy, and its
mo.ny interests, was th~ arrival now, and after him came an humble, truly democratic representative of the municipality of Baltimore, modest in deportment,
plain in dress, in manners, and in speech. Then would come a portly congressman, closely succeeded by some general with two stars, who had made a name
amid the d3.ngers -0f the battle field alike for his courage as a man and his
deYotion as o, patriot. But there were few who were not distinguishrd in law,
politics, war, or finance. To the common eye they were common men, with
nothing to recommend them beyond their dress, but there was a purpose of
~ountennnce, an evidence of will and of power, thnt told the most supcrficin.l thnt
these men presided over the destinies. of nations and shaped the course of the
civilized world. It was an interesting sight for the members of the press to
study the great semi-circle that stretehed around them. One· of the most.
striking objects was a fine-looking man, who stood far above the ground, his outlines limned against a bareged mirror. Ile was wholly unconscious of the notic~
he attracted, but his dignity and manly beo.ring extorted admiration from every
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one-critic and unsophisticated. He stood there o. statue-a living statu(}-with
health on his cheeks and a flowing beard that betokened his manhood, and many
a man, enthusiastic on certain subjects even in the presence of death, suggested
his portrait as a representative of the strength of our thrice blood-bought Union.
But there were other interesting sights. In the throng before us was includt>d
the entire politic l intellect of the nation. The men who led us through the
storms of war; the men who preside as monarchs in finance and furnished us the
sinews whose strength hurled down the boasting rebel power; t.be men who, in
the battle-field, unblcnched by cannon roar or whistling musket-shot, directed the
efforts of our galhnt armies to the glorious ends of success ; our great men; the
men who in every trial and every defeat were proof against despair and equal to
every emergency, were there, modest and unobtruding, but none the less meritorious to the curious eyes that sought for them. Circled around the c:1tafalque,
rich in all that ingenuity could suggest, were these men, great in the field, great
:n the forum, great in the council hall. On the right of the corps of the press,
in this distinguished gathering, were men most of them, perhaps, unknown to
fame, but useful in their spher~s, aiid all contributing to the strength and glory
of the nation. The catafalque is easily described. Measurements are not ·necessary, for they bring no idea of extent to the reading mind. It was a canopy of
black arching over the remains of the murdered de:1d. He rested in quiet peace
in a dais-a parallelogram which formed the base upon which rested the catn.falque. A dais was reared for the better convenience of the sorrowing, who
mounted it to take a last look at the dead, the m:1rtyred dead. To our right, as
we have before intiroated, were many of the most valuable men of our lllnd-not
distinguished in position, perhaps, but in their spheres invaluable.
We noticed among the myriad of faces that of Mayor Wallach, of Washington,
and many of his Councilmen; the Mayor and Council of Alexandria, the city in
which Ellsworth died; Messrs. O'Neill and Myers, Representatives from your
State; Gen. Burnside, Gen. Hoffman, and Gen. Dyer. Their gaze was fixed on
tlie black velvet coffin, richly besilvered by the nation, who bemoaned the loss
of its honored occupant. Gen. Burnside was in citizen's dress, but his face. was
just the same as when he led our armies on the tented field, though tinged with
the sadness.of the hour. In fhe centre of the semicircle were the distinguished
gentlemen of the Supreme Court and the Diplomatic Corps. There was a marked
distinction, in dress at least, between these two gre:1t bodies. Belaced with gold,
the ambassa(lors· looked aro~nd on the ga.thering of distinguished men, with an
air of calm indifference, although they could not look upon the dead without a
pang of regret, and a respect, and a memoir of decided honor, of honor indeed
while he was living. There was a great contrast between the Diplomatic Corps
and our highest judicial body. One came out in all the tinsel and glory of
royalty, which depends on ostentation for its s:1fety, while our greatest court
could not be distinguished from the mass of American citizens.
On the left of the Press Corps was perhaps the most noticeable guthering of all,
for there stood the men who in the hour of our trial had delivered us out of defeut
und crowned our sacrifices with victory. There w:1s Admiral Porter-great, bluff
old tar-the conqueror of Port I<'isher, and the conqueror, indeed, of the who!~
South Atlantic coast; there ·was I<'arragut, the invincible-he who opened the
Mississippi to the Union armies; there was Shubrick; und last, though not leust,
there was Grant, the conqueror of the hitherto invmcible army of Virginia-the
man who by sheer genius and skill had driven the rebel cohorts from their chosen
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Btronghold, and compelled them to surrender, in a friend's country, at the experise
of the Confederacy for which they fought and died.
On the right there was nothing particularly noticeable, even though they were
lHrticipants in the obsequies of the first-martyred President in our Republic.
They were valuable men-all staunch men, but they played no great part in thi
<lram:'.l. of the nation'~ preservation. 'l'hose in the centre were, in their places,
instrumental in the salvation of the Union, but their parts were secondary, for
their weapons drew no blood. But on the extreme left, on the north ~ide of the
catafalque, were congregated the men who, on land and sea, had upheld the honor
of the flag. Grant was there-the impersonation of modesty-quiet and unobtrusive among those who had contributed far less to the nation's success. Farr11gut, Shubrick, and other admirals were clustered around hun, engaged sometimes in lively conversation-lively, we judge, from the smiles we saw at different
times when something particularly pertinent had been uttered. Grant stood there
a monarch among all-a plain, unpretending man, with close-shorn whiskers and
a square, massive face-his three stars, denoting that he was the leading officer of
the United States-the chief among its chief-were concealed, on one shoulder
at least, by the great white silk sash which indicated his position as chief pall.
hearer. Sometimes he turned to the many major-generals grouped aroun<l him,
and made some remark smilingly; but beyond the respect with which his every
word was received, there was no evidence that he was the general-in-chief, after
the President, of all the armies of the United States. There was no gorgeous- .
ness about him. The same style of uninterrupted rows of buttons, in clusters
of thl'ce, marked his uniform, and the only means of recognition for those who
had never seen him was the unmistakable face which had been reproduced in a
thousand photographs.

The Funeral Ceremonies.

These ceremonie! were conducted by Rev. Dr. Gurley, the pastor of the Presbyterian church, of which the dead President was a constant attendant. After'
the usual funeral services a prayer was offered by Right Rev. Bishop Simpson, replete with unction and religious patriotism, succeeded by a fervent prayer by Rev.
Mr. Gray, of \Vashington. These services were read, these prayers delivered over
a coffin strewed with camelias and evergreens, the offerings of the true-hearted
and the sympathizing. The sermon of Dr. Gurley was a fine production, and all
its prominent features are included in the condensed r~port, to be found in another
page.

The Funeral Procession.

The sons of the President were present during the religious services, in company with many friends, including the wives and daughters of the prominent
members of the government. Thaddeus, the younger one, seemed deeply
affected, and bowed his head upon his hand during the whole of the ceremonies.
His son Robert was in his full uniform of captafa, and partook in the sorrow of his
yoJµlger brother. Mrs. Lincoln was not present.
\Vhen the last prayer had been offered by Dr. Gurley, the coffin was removed
by twehe i;ergeants of the invalid corps, a:nd placed in a hearse, the like of which
in grandeur has never been witnessed in \Vashington. So great was the size of
the hearse that the coffin, though measuring six feet six inches in the clear,
!eemed as a child's when compared to the great capacity of the receptacle in
which it was carried. \Vhen the coffin had been transferred, the procession
marched on its way.
1n thE?J subjoined report we give some. idea of its strength and magnificence.
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Never before has Washington, or any other city, witnessed such a pageant, and in
all human probability it never will again.

The Spectacle of the Funeral.
Eyes have not ofien witnessed such a sight as we witnessed from the lofty porticoes of the Treasury. We do not need to enter into its particulars, since a subjoined report covers many of its particulars. But the report can never exprcs.q
the newness, the beauty, even in the midst of grief, of this funeral. In the
advance were the Veteran Reserves, men who had in battle proven their prownc~g.
Following them were the marines, their celebrated band, the cavalry and the
artillery. Pennsylvania avenue was not thronged, but packed with people. The
roofs of the houses vied with the streets in the number of their occupants.
rhe stream ot men in blue and red, mounted and dismounted, were succeeded by
the citizens in long files, extending the whole width of Pennsylvania avenue. It
was a glorious sight, and at least thirty inousand men assisted in the grand proof
that the Union is not dead in the hearts of the people. Never was a. more
eplendid sight witnessed in Washington, never, perhaps, may it be again. The
remains were at last deposited in the Rotunda of the Capitol, where they will remain to.night to receive the veneration of the people. They will leave here at 8
A. M. to-morrow, passing through Baltimore and Ilarrisburg to you city, arriving
there perhaps at 8 A. M. on Saturday, where it is believed they will remain until
• A. M. Monday, when they will pass through N cw York, Albany, and other
cities, to the last resting-place in Springfield, Illinois.

THE PROCESSION.
At precisely two o'clock the line of march was taken up at the President's
house in the following order :
10th Regiment Invalid Corps, with reversed arms, regimentlll flags draped in
mourning.
Drum Corps of fifteen drwns and ten fifes.
9th Regiment Invalid Corps, Colonel George W. Gile.
Marine Band.
Marine Corps, commanded by Major Graham.
1st U. S. Battery of Artillery.
84th U. S. Battery of Artillery.
(N nmterJ.ng together eight pieces, 12 pounders, with caissons, etc., eommanded
,
by Brigadier-General Hall.)
16th New York Cavalry, Colonel N. B. Sweltzer.
8th Illinois Cavalry, Colonel Clendennin.
13th New York Mounted Band.
General Ketchem and staff.
,
General Slough, Military Governor of Alexandria, and staff.
Dismounted officers of Marine Corps, numbering about two hundred.
Officers of Navy and Army on foot, numbering six hundred.
Mounted officers of Army and Navy, numbering about one hundred.
Signal Corps officers. Field officers.
Marshal Lamon.
Reverend Clergy and Physicians in carriages, three abreast, and fifteen in numbCT.
The drivers of these carriaies had their hats trimmed with white cambric, and
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those who rode horseback in this part of the line wore white satin sashes acro11
their bodies, the ends hanging gracefully down below their waists.

Hearse.

Bearing the mortal remains of the late Abraham Lincoln, drawn by six gray
horses, each led by a groom.
'rhe grooms were dressed in full black suits and white satin sashes, and had
white cambric mi{slin tied around their· dress hats, with long flowing enils. The
ornamentation of the horses was quite simple, and consisted of black cloth rosettes,
one of which was placed at the head of the horse, and another about the middle
of the body, and were attached to the harness. The hearse itself was constructed
with much skill and taste. In its simplicity it agreed with the character of the
great man whose remn.ins it bore, and in elegance it became the :;tation of the
Chief Magistrate of this Republic. It was ten feet in length, and al,out four and
• I\ half feet in width.
The height of the platform on which the coffin rested was
seven feet from .the ground. 'rhis platform was supported by a pedestal-like
parallelogram fourteen feet long and seven feet wide. A domed canopy rnrmounted the whole. At the top of the canopy was a gilt eagle covered with
crape. The whole hearse was co~-ered with black cloth relieved by layers of silk
velvet. The seat was covered with hammer cloth, and on each end was a
splendid black lamp. It was, altogether, fifteen feet high, and the coffin was so
placed as to afford a full view to all spectators. The hearse was guarded on each
side by a detachment of the 1st Virginia Artillery on foot.
After the hearse came the President's horse, with his saddle, bridle boots, and
,tirrups. The horse was led by a groom.
Then followed the pall-bearers in carriages :

On the pa.rt of the Senate.
lir. Foster, or Connecticut; Mr. Morgan, of New York; Mr. Johnson, of Mary,
land; Mr. Yates, of Illinois; Mr. Wade, of Ohio;
Mr. Conness, of California.

On the pa.rt of the House.
M:r. Dawes, of Massachusetts; Mr. Coffroth, of Pennsylvania; Mr. Smith, of
Kentucky; Mr. Colfax, of Indiana; Mr. W ashbu,rne, of Illinois.
Army.
Lieutenant-General U. 8. Grant.
Major-'General H. W. Halleck.
Brevet Brigadier-General W. A. Nichols.

Navy.
Vice-Admiral D. G. Farragut.
Rear-Admiral W. B. Shubrick.
Colonel Jacob Zeller, of the Marine Corps.

Civilians.
0. H. Browning, George Ashmun, Thomas Corwin, Simon Cameron.
The family, represented by Robert Lincoln and Thaddeus Lincoln, in a carriage.
The delegations of the States of Illinois and Kentucky, as mourners, in carriages.
President Andrew Johnson.
The Cabinet Ministers.
The Diplomatic Corps
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Chief Justice Chase and .Associate Justices of the Supreme Court.
The Senate of the United States, preceded by its officers.
'I'he House of Representatives of the United States, preceded by i13 officers.
Governors of the several States and Territories.
Legislatures of the several States and Territories.
The Federal Judiciary and the Judiciary of the several States and Territories.
'!'he .Assistant Secretaries of State, Treasury, War, Navy, a.nd Interior, and the
.Assistant Postmaster-Generals, and the .Assistant .Attorney-General.
Officers of the Smithsonian Institute.
1 (All or the above, after the hearse, were in carriages.)
Knights Templar and band.
City Cotmcils of Philadelphia, dressed in full black, with black crape on hat&,
with the words "City Councils of Philadelphia" in gilt letters thereupon.
The Members and Officers of the Sanitary and Christian Commissions.
Satterlee Hospital Band.
Perseverance Hose Company of Philadelphia, dressed in black, with the narr,e ot.
the company on crape, in gilt letters, on high hats.
Washington City Councils.
4th tr. S. Battery Band.
Ohio Delegation.
New Jersey Delegation.
California Delegation.
'l'reas'ury Band.
Tho heads of bureaus and the clerks in the respective offices of the Treasury
DelJartment.
lleads of bureaus and clerks in the respective offices or the War Department.
Heads of bureaus and clerks in the respective offices of the Navy Department.
neads of bureaus and clerks in the respective offices of the Interior Department.
Heads of bureaus and clerks in the respective office11 of the Post Ollioe
Department.
Offices and clerks in the Attorney-General's Office.
Offices in the Department of .Agriculture.
Joint Committee of the Alderman and Common Council of Ne'l'I York.
The badge worn by the Committee was handsomely draped, the device being
the coat of arms of the city, having engraved thereon the respective names of
tho members of the body. 1'he badge was about two inches in circumference.
and appropriate in its appearance.
Surgeons monnted.
Surgeon-General Barnes and Staff.
Drum Corps.
Battalion Crom Quartermaster-General's office, known as the 21st Infantry.
Members of Councils of the City of Baltimore.
Officers of Cmrlom House.
Quartermaster's Band.
Officers and Soldiers of the War of 1812.
Brass Band.
Capitol Circle No. 1, Fenian Brotherhood, numbering about five hundred.
Brass Band.
·
14th United States Infantry.
1st Regiment Meigs Home Guard.
2d Regiment Meigs Home Guard, Col. Tansell.
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Employees of Quartermaster-General's Office.
Employees and operatives of the War Department.
Employees and operatives of the Navy Department.
8th Illinois Cavalry Band.
United States Military Railroad employees, numbering about one thousand.
Union League of Georgetown.
National Republican Union Associntion.
Delegation from Alexandria with covered wagon draped, and the motto, "Alex•
·
andria mourns the National Loss.
A.leumdria Fire Department, numbering about two hundred, nniform red shirts,
black pants, and felt hats.
Potomac Hose of Georgetown, D. C., numbering about one hundred; same uniform as Alexandria Firemen.
Mount Vernon Association; Soldiers from Hospitals.
Brass Band.
Mechanics and Workmen from Mount Claire.
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Employees; Arsenal Employees.
Brass Band.
Massachusetts Delegation, in which General Butler walked.
Delegation from Philadelphia Union League.
Delegation from New York Union League.
East Baltimore Union League.
Sigel Union League of Baltimore.
Medical College of Georgetown.
Officers and Students of Gonzaga College.
Merritt Band,
Hebrew Congregation.
Brass Band.
Baltimore City Cornet Band.
Turners' Society.
Ancient Order of Good Fellows; Germania Lodge of Odd Fellows.
Carver Hospital Band.
Good Samaritan Lodge, :rfo. 1, Sons of Temperance; Equal Division, No. 3,
S. of T.; Aurora Division No. 9, S. of T.; Lincoln Division, S. of T.;
Central Division, No. 12, S. of T.
Brass Band.
Empire Division, No. 18.
Hope Division.
Italian Societies,
Brotn.erhood of the Union; Bookbinder's Society; Typographical Society
Jewish Congregation,
Emery Hospital Band.

Colored Societies.

Benevolent Association of Colored People.
Harmony Lodge, No. 18, G. U. 0. of 0. F.
Colored Men.
King Hezekiah's Pasture, No. 3.
Union Grand Lodge.

The Funeral March.
The grand and beautiful funeral march, performed for the first time yesterdav,
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by the U1r:ted States Marine Band, was composed and dedicated to the occasion
by Brevet Major-General J. G. Barnard.
'fhe procession passed from the President's house down Fourteenth street to
Pennsylvania avenue, and along the avenue to the Capitol buildings, where the
remains of President Lincoln were laid in state in the rotunda of the Capitol.
All the soldiers in the procession marched about twenty-five abreast. Many
of the civic societies marched fifty abreast, stretching entirely across PennsylvaniJ.
avenue.
Washington, April 19.-Early to-day the streets were crowded with persons,
thousands of them from distant cities and other localities. Nearly tho entire
population was abroad. By ten o'clock every prominent point on the line of procession was occupied by those who desired to obtain the best view of the solemn
ar,d truly impressive pageant. In the immediate neighborhood of the Executive
:Mansion a dense and unprecedently large crowd had assembled. During the forenoon various bodies had met at the Treasury Department, separate rooms having
been assigned them, and to these Assistant Secretary Harrington, who had charge
of the arrangements, delivered tickets of admission to the Executive Mansion.
They included the Assistant Secretary, the Assistant Postmaster-General, and
the Assistant Attorney-General, Senators, and Representatives in Congress
Govenors of the several States, the Judiciary, and others of prominence. Non;
could enter the mansion without tickets, room having been provided for six hundred persons only, upon a raised platform, with steps on the east and north and
south sides of the room. The corpse lay about the centre, the space being re.
served all around the catafalque with chairs for the occupation of the immediate
family of the deceased. It was here in the East Room that the bodies of Presidents Harrison and Taylor lay in state, but the arrangements on those occasions
were far inferior to the present, for now artists had been employed, contributing
of their skill and taste to produce the best possible effects. At eleven o'clock
the guests began to arrive, a body of about sixty clergyman, from all parts of
the -country, being the first to enter. There was an interval of a few moments
between the arrivals, and thus no confusion whatever was occasioned. '!'he proper
officers were in attendance to assign the guests to their appropriate places in the
room. Ileads of Go~ernment bureaus, Govenors of 8tates, members of municipal
governments, prominent officers of the army and navy, the Diplomatic Corps in
full costume, members of t)le Christian Commission, the Union League Committee
of Philadelphia and New York, merchants of the principal cities, members of both
Houses of Congress, and others.
There were honored representatives, holding the highest official stations, from
all parts of our own country and from foreign lands, and under the circumstance
of the assasination of a President, whose body lay before them, the scene was
solemnly grand and impressive. At noon the President of the United States
entered, in company with his Cabinet, all of them, excepting Secretary Seward.
President Johnson approached the catafalque, and took a last but brief look at
his illustrious predecessor, and then retired to a position immediately on the east
and in full view of the coffined remains in his front.
At ten minutes past twelve, amid profound silence, Rev. Dr. Gurley, approaching the head of the catafalque, announced the order of the religious services, when
Rev. Dr. Hall, Episcopalian, from the same point, read a portion of the Scriptures
according to the form of that Church.
The opening prayer was made by Bishop Simpson, Methodist Episcopal, who
in the course of it said that in the hands of God were the issues of life and death.
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Our eins had called for his wrath to descend upon us as individuals and as a community. For the sake of our blessed Redeemer, forgiveness was asked for all our
trangressions, and that all our iniquities may be washed away, while we bow under
this sad bereavement which has caused a wide-spread gloom, not only in this
circle, but over the entire land. An invocation was made that we might all
submit to God's holy will. 'fhanks were returned for the gift of such a man as
our heavenly Father had just taken from us, and for the many virtues which distinguished all his transactions; for the integrity, honesty, and transparency of
character bestowed upon him, and for having given him counsellors to guide om
nation through perils of unprecedented sorrow. He was permitted to live to
behold the breaking of the clouds which overhung our national sky, and the di~
integration of the rebellion. Going up to the mount he bcheld the land of
promise, with its bo:;mty and happiness, and the glorious destiny reserved for us aJ
a. nation. Thanks were also returned that his arm was strengthened, and wisdom
:md firmness given toI his heart to pen a declaration of emancipation, by whicit
were broken the chains of millions of the human race. God be thanked the
assassin who struck down the Chief Magistrate had not the hand to again bind
the suffering and oppressed. The name of the beloved dead would ever be identified with all that is great and glorious with humanity on earth. God grant that
All who stand here entrusted with the administration of public affairs may have
tm 110 wer, strength, and wisdom to complete the work of his servant so gloriously
begun, and may the successor of the deceased President not bear the sword in
vain. God grant that strength may be given to him, and to our military, to perfect victory, and to complete the contest now nearly closed. May the spirit of
rebellion soon pass away. May the last vestige of slavery, which caused the re,
hellion, be driven from our land. God grant that the sun may shine on a free
people, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, aud from the Lakes to the Gulf. Not
only safely lead us through the struggle, but give us peace with all nations of the
earth. Give us hearts to deal justly with them, and give them hearts to deal
justly with us, so that universal peace may reign on earth. We raise our hearts
to thee, to plead thy blessing may descend on the family of the dece:i.sed. God
bless the weeping widow, as in !}er broken-heartedness she bows under a. sad
stroke-more than she oan bear. Encircle her in thine own arms. God be
gracious with the children left behind him; endow his sons with wisdom from on
high; prepare them for grea.t usefulness; may they appreciate the patriotic example :i.nd virtues of their father, and walk in his footsteps. We pray thee, the
bishop said, to make the assa~sinatiou of personal profit to our hearts. While by
the remains of the deceased, whom we have called a friend, do thou grant us
grace and repentance of our sins, so that at the end of life we may be gathered
where assassins are not found, and where sorrow and sickness never como, but all
gather in peace and love around the Father's throne in glery, We pray tl1eti
that our republic may be made the stronger for this blow, while here we pledge
ourselves to set our faces as a flint against every form of opposition which ma.y
riBe up for its destruction, so that we, the children, may enjoy the blessed advantages of a government delivered from our fathers. He concluded by repeating the
Lord's Prayer.
The Rev. Dr. Gurley then delivered a sermon, standing on the steps, and neaf
the head of the coffin. lie commenced by saying:
We recognize and adore the sovereignty of God. His throne is in the heavens,
and his kingdom ruleth over all. It was a cruel hand, the dark hand of th.i
assassin, that smote our honored, wise, 11.nd noble President, and filled 1he l:J.Jid
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But above this hand there is another which we r11.ust see and
acknowledge. It is the chastening ha.nd of a wise and faithful God; he gives us
the bitter cup; we yield to the behest, a.nd drink the dra.ught.
'L'his chastisement comes in a. way heavy and mysteriously deep, 1at e. time
when the rebellion was passing away. The assassin has st1·ieken down a man
upon whom the people had learned to trust, and upon whom more than upon any
other had centred their hopes for a restoration of the Union and a return of
harmony. In the midst of our rejoicing we needed this stroke, this desecration,
and therefore God has sent it. Our affliction has not come forth from the dusi
nor from the ground. Beyond the act of assassination, let us look to God, whose
prerogative it is to bring light out of darkness and good out of evil.
He who has led us a.nd well prospered us so wonderfully during the last four
,.ca.rs of anxiity and .conftict will not forsake us now. Ile may chasten, but not
aestroy; he may·pnrify us in the furna.cc, but will not consume us. Let our
principal anxiety now be that this new sorrow may be a 11anctified sorrow, and
mduce ns to give all we have to the cause of truth, justice, law, order, 1iberty,
and good government, and pure and undefiled religion. Though weeping may
mdirre for a night, joy cometh in the morning. 'l'hank Gr,d, that in spite of thi
temporary darkness, the morning has begun to dawn, the morning of a bri~htn
day than our country has ever before seen. That day will come, and the aeath
of a hundred Presidents and Cabinets cannot prevent it. The people confided in
the late lamented President with a firm and loving confidence, which no other
man enjoyed since the days of Wa~hington. He deserved it well, and deserved
it all. He merited it by his character and by his acts, and by the whole tenor,
and tone, and spirit of his life. He was wise, simple, and sincere, plain and
honest, truthful and just, benevolent and kind. His perceptions were quick and
clear, his judgment was calm and accurate, and his pnrposes were good and pure
beyond a question; always and everywhere he aimed apd endeavored to be right
and to do right. His integrity was all-pervading, all-ccntrolling, and incorruptible .
He gave his personal consideration to o.11 matters, wl .ether great OT smail. Ho1vfirmly and well he occupied his position, and met all its grave demands in seasonR
of trial and difficulty, is known to you all, to the country, and to the world. He
comprehended all the enormity of treason, and rose to the full dignity of the
occasion. He saw his duty as Chief Magistrate of a great and imperilled people,
and leant on the arm of Him who giveth power to the faint and who increaseth
Htrength.
Rev. Dr. Gurley, towards the close of his a.duress, Haid:
I speak what I k ow and testify what I ha.ve often heard him say, when [
affirm that that guidance and mercy were the p1·op on which he humbly and
habitually leaned; that they were the best hope he had for himself and for hi,
country. lience. when he was lea.ving his home in Illinois and coming to thia
city to take his seat in the executive chair of a disturbed and troubled nation, he
~aid to the old and tried friends who ga.thered tearfully·around him and bade him
farewell, "I leave you with this request-pray for me." 'rhey did pray for him
and millions of others prayed for him; nor did they pray in vain. Their prayers
were heard, and the answer appears in all his subsequent history. It shines forth
with heavenly radiance in the whole course and tenor of his administration, from
its commencement to its close. God raised him up for a great and gloriou8
mission, furnished him for his work, and aided him in its accomplishment. Nor
was it merely by strength of mind, honesty of heart, and feeling, and persistency
of purpose that he furnished him. In addition to these things; he gave him
credit for a calm and abiding confidence in the over-ruling Providence of God,
and in the ultimate triumph of truth and righteousness through the power and
the blessing of God. This confidence strengthened him in a.II his hours· of
anxiety and toil, and inspired him with calm and cheering hope, while other,
were inclining to despondency and gloom. Never shall I forget the emphasis
and the deep emotion with which he said in this room, to a company of clergymen and others who called to pay their respects, in the darkest days of our civil
conflict: " Gentlemen, my hope of success in this great and terrible struggle restf
on that immutable foundation, the justice and goodness of God; and when eventi
are very threatening and prospects very dark, I still hope that in some way which
man cannot see, all will be well in the end, because our cause is just and God is
on 011r sidP. 11
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Such was his sublime and holy faith, and it was an anchor to his soul both ~ure
· and steadfast. It made him firm anJ strong, it emboldened him in t)w patlmay
of duty, however rugged and perilous it might be. It made him valiant for the
right, for the cause of God and humanity, aud it held him in steady, patient, and
unswerving adherence to a policy of aJministration which he thought, and which
we all now think, both God and humanity required him to adopt. ·we admired
and lo,ed him on many accounts, for strong and various reasons. W c admired
l,is cnildlike simplicity, his freedom from guile and deceit, his staunch and sterling
iDt.'!;;dty, his kind and forgiving temper, his industry and patience, his persistent
self-sacrificing devotion to all the duties of his eminent position. From the least
to the greatest, his readiness to hear and consider the cause of the poor and
humble, the suffering, the opprr.!sed; his charity towards those who questioned
the correctness of his opinions and the wisdom of his policy; his wonderfnl skill
in reconciling differences among the friends of the Union, leading them away from
abstractions, and inducing them to work together and hannoniously for the common weal; his true and enlarged philanthr·opy, that knew no difference of color
or race, but regarded all men as bretiflren, and endowed alike by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights, amongst which are" life, liberty, and the.pursuit
of happiness;" his inflexibility of purpose that what freedom had gained in our
terrible civil strife should never be lost, and that the end of the war should be the
end of slavery, and, as a consequence, of rebellion; his readiness to spend and be
spent for the attainment of such a triumph, the blessed fruits of which should be
as wide-spreading as the earth, and as enduring as the sun-all these things commanded and fixed our admiration, and the admiration of the world, and stamped
upon his character and life the unmistakable impress of greatness: But more
sublime than.,any or all of these, more holy and influential, more beautiful an<l
strong and sustaining, was his abiding confidence in God, and in the final triumph
cf truth and righteousness through him and for his sake. 'rhiR was his noblest
virtue, his grandest principle-the secret alike of his strength, his patience, and
his success ; and this, it seems to me, after being near him steadily and with him
often for more than four years, is the principle by which, more than by any other,
"he, being dead, yet speaketh." Yet, by !us steady, enduring confidence in God,
and in the complete ultimate success of the cause of God, which is the cause of
humanity, more than in any other way, does he now speak to us and to the nation
he loved and served so well. By this he speaks to his successor in office, and
charges him to have faith in God. By this he speaks to the members of his
Cabinet, the men with whom he counselled so often and was associated with so
long, and he charges them to have faith in God. By this he speaks to all who
occupy positions of influence an<l authority in these sad an troublous times, an<l
charges all to have faith in God. By this he speaks to this great people as they
sit in sackcloth to-day, and weep for him with a bitter wailing and refuse to be
comforted; and he charges them to have faith in God; and by this he will speak
through the ages and to all rulers and peoples in every land, and his message to
them will be, "Cling to Liberty and Right; battle for them, bleed for them, die
for them, if need be, and have confidence in God." Oh! that the voice of thi~
testimony may sink down into our hearts to-day, and every day, and into the
heart of the nation, and exert its appropriate influence upon our feelings, our
faith, our patience, and our devotion to the cause, now clearer to us than ever
before, because consecrated by the blood of its most conspicuous defender, its
wisest and most fondly trusted friend. He is dead, but the God in whom he
trusted lives, and he can guide and strengthen his successor as he guided and
strengthened him. He is dead, but the memory of his virtues, of his voice arnl
patriotic counsels and labors, of his calm and steady faith in God, lives, is precious,
and will be a power for good in the country quite down to the end of time. Ile
:s dead, but the cause he so ardently loved, so ably, patiently, and faithfully represented and defended-not for himself only, not for us only, but for all people i11
all their generations, till time shall be no more. That cause survives his fall, an<l
must survive it. The light of its brightening prospects flashes cheeringly to-day
athwart the gloom occasioned by his death, and the language of God's unite,!
providences is telling us that though the friends of liberty die, liberty itself' ioi
immortal. There is no assassin strong enough and no weapon deadly enough to
qrench its inextinguishable life or arrest its onward march to the conquest m:d
empire of the world. This is o~r confidence and this is our consolation, as w~
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weep anl mourn to-day. Though our beloved President is slain, our belove<l
country is saved, and so we sing of mercy as well as of judgment. 'l'ears of gratitude mingle with those of sorrow, while there is also the dawning of a brighter,
happier day upon our stricken and weary land. God be praised that our fallen
chief lived long enough to see the day dawn and the day star of joy and peace
arise upon the nation. He saw it, and he was glad.
Alas ! alas ! he only saw the dawn. ·when the sun has risen full orbed and
glorious, and a happy, reunited people are rejoicing in its light, it will shine upon
his grave; but that grave will be a precious and a consecrated spot. 'l'he fri'md.s
of liberty and of the Union will repair to it in years and ages to come to pronounce the memory of its occupant blessed, and gather from his ver¥ ashes and
from the rehearsal of his deeds and virtues fresh incentives to patriot1Sm. 'l'hey
will then renew their vows of fidelity to their country and their God.
Rev. Dr. Gray, Baptist, closed the solemn services by delivering a prayer, concluding as follows :
God of the bereaved, comfort and sustain the mourning family; bless the new
Chief Magistrate. 0 let the mantle of his predecessor fall upon him. Bless the
Secretary of State, and his family; 0 God, if possible, according to thy will, spare
their Jives that they may render still important service to the country. Bless
all the members of the cabinet; endow them with wisdom from above. Bless
the commanders in our armies and navy, and all the brave defenders of the country. Give them continued success. Bless the ambassadors from foreign courts,
and give us peace with the nations of the earth. 0 God I let treason, that hu.s
deluged our land with blood, and desolated our country, and bereaved our homes,
and filled them with widows and orphans, which has at length culminated in the
assassination of the nation's choosen ruler, God of justice and avenger of the
nation's wrongs, let the work of treason cease, and let the guilty perpetrators of
this horrible crime, be arrested and brought to justice. Oh! hear the cry and
the prayer and the wail now rising from a nation's smitten and crushed heart, and
deliver us from the power of our enemies, and send speedy peace into all our borders
through Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.
'1.'he corpse was then removed to the hearse, which was in front of the door of
the Executive Mansion, and at two o'clock the procession was formed. It took
the line of Pennsylvania Avenue. The streets were kept clear of all incumbrance,
but the sidewalks were densely lined with people from the White House to the
Capitol, a distance of a mile and a half. Hot!se-tops, porticoes, the windows of
every house, and all elevated points were occupied by interested spectators.
As the procession started, minute guns were fired near St. John's Church, the
City Hall, and at the Capitol. The bells of all the churches in the city, and the
various fire-engines, were tolled. First in the order or procession was a detachment of colored troops; then followed white regiments of infantry and bodies of'
artillery and cavalry; navy, marine, and army officers on foot; the pall bearers in
carriages ; next the hearse, drawn by six white horses, the coffin prominent to
every beholder. The floor on which it reRted was strewn with evergreens, and
the coffin covered with white flowers. The Diplomatic Corps, members of Congress, Govenors of States, delegations of various States, fire companies, civic associations, clerks of the various departments, and others, all in tl].e order of the
procession, together with many public and private carriages, all closing up wiU1
a large number of colored men. The body was conveyed to and deposited in the
rotunda of the Capitol.
The nearest relation of the late President's family now here, are the two sons
or the deceased, namely, Captain Robert and Thaddeus Lincoln; N. W. Edwards
and C. M. Smith, or Springfield, Illinois, brothers-in-law of the late President, and
Dr. Lyman Beecher 'fodd, of Lexington, Ky., Gen. 'l'. B. 8. Todd, of Dacotah,
cousins of Mrs. Lincoln. Mrs. Lincoln was not present at the funeral; it is said
~hat she has not even seen her husband's corpse since the morning of his dflcease.
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Washington, .Aprt'Z 19.-AH the foreign minister~, with their attache11, in all
fifty-six in number, were present at the funeral service at the Executive Mansion
to-day. Their place in the procession was directly after the President und cabinei
ministers. This for the first time in our history, was in accordance with the usage
of foreign nations, where the Diplomatic Corps follow the monarch. Heretofore
they have been placed in the programme after the ex-Presidents, the Justices ol'
the Supreme Court, and members of Congress. Upon the arrival of the head of
the procession at the cast front of the Capitol to-day, the coffin having been borne
lo the centre of the rotunda, the President standing at the foot of the-coffin, surrounded by a throng of Senators and high military officers, and a small number
of Illinoians, as chief mourners, the entire comp:u:.y filling but a small portion or
~e entire place, Dr. Gurley, at the head of the coffin, uttered a few brief and
impressive remarks, chiefly in the words of'Scripture, consigning the dead ashes,
once animated by the soul of Abraham Lincoln, to the course of nature, to return
1-0 its original dust. 'J'he deep tones of his voice reverberated from the vast wa118
11.J).d ceiling of the great rotunda, now first used for such a pageant, and during the
jmpressi'l"e scene m.'\ny were affected to tears.

THB NATION'S LOSS.
(April 15th, 1865.)
Oh woe ! oh woe I oh woe I
What awful sudden blow
Has changed to funeral moans our songs of exultation !
But yesterday so bright,
To-day in darkest night
Are quenched the blazing lights of joy's illumiMtion.
We sta~ger to and fro,
Ourselves struck by the blow,
Of this most vile, most foul, most fell assassination.
'l'he trntl»to credit slow,
We 11,sk : Can it be so?
Is he indeed laid low,
The ruler wise and firm, and faithful of this nation T

Oh grievous, grievous loss!
Oh heavy, heavy cross I
This orphaned nation's heart is tottering, reeling under I
From a smiling azure sky,
In the twinkling of an eye,
Down crashed the fearful bolt that cleft our Ilead asUllder,
.Alas ! now shattered lies
That Head so calm and wise,
Alike for goodness famed, for strength and moderation;
With eyes that tears bedim,
·
With hearts full to the brim,
We lose, we mourn in him,
Alike with Washington, a Father of this Nation !
Oh horrid, horrid crime,
Bred In the foulest slime
Of Slavery's loathsome pool, all rotting with stagnation !
Oh, dastard, dastard crime,
Unheard of in this clime,
·Where men wage open war, but scorn lUscusination.
Oh senseless, senseless crime,
Committed at a time
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Of rr.a.wakening hopes of peace al).d conciliation I
.A.las I what dost thou gain?
In fury blind, insane,
'l'he mild one thou hast slain.
.A. sterner now will reign,
And thou hast roused again
'I'he slumbering thunderbolts of Wrath's retaliation.
But, nation deeply bowed,
Be all thy grief allowed,
.Allowed be too thy wrath, thy righteous indignation l
But, like thy martyred chief,
Temper thy wrath and grief,
With noble self-control and generous moderation.
Be just I give each his due,
Let those be slain who slew,
Be blood for blood, the fair arid lawful reparation !
But, Justice satisfied,
Let Wisdom be thy guide,
Keep Mercy at thy side,
Finish thy sacred task, nur Union's restoration!
Then from the firmament
Will he whom we lament,
Our nation's martyred saint,
Wearing a golden crown,
Benignantly look down,
.And let hi!I blessing rest for aye upon this nation.
EWI.A.NUEL V1T.ius ScmmB, from Switzerla114.

.

THE PRESIDENT AND THE PAINTER.
As every thing connected with the. personal history of our late murdered Prnsi•
drnt .llaS now acquired a thrilling interest with the publ'c, we make no excuse
for giving the following incident in his life:
I have been urged by several friends to send you the enclosed poem, written
down by myself from Mr. Lincoln's lips, and although it may not be new to all
of your readers, the events of the last week give it now a peculiar interest.
The circumstances under which this copy was written are these: I was with th<l
President alone one evening, in his room, during the time I was painting my large
picture at the White House, last year. He presently threw aside his pen and
papers, and began to talk to me of Shakespeare. He sent little "Tad," his son,
t-0 the library to bring a copy of the plays, and then read to me several of his
favorite passages, showing genuine appreciation of the great poet. Relapsing
iPto a sadder strain, he laid the book aside, and, leaning back in his chair, said :
"'fhere is a poem which has been a great favorite with me for years, which wa.s
first shown to me when a young man by a friend, and which I afterward saw and
mt from a newspaper, and learned by heart. I would," he continued, "give a
great deal to know who wrote it, but I have never been able to ascertain."
Then, half closing his eyes, he repeated to me the Jines which I enclose to you.
Greatly pleased and interested, I told him I would like, if ever an opportunity occurred, to write them down from his lips. Ile said he would sometime try to
g:ve them to me. A few days afterward he asked me to accompany him to the
temr,orary studio of Mr. 8'1'ayne, the sculptor, who was making a bust of him at
the freasury Department. While he was Ritting for the bust I was suddenly reminded of the poem, and said to him that then would be a gocd time to dictate it
t-0 me. He complied, and sitting upon some books at his feet, as nearly as I can
remember, I wrote the lines down, one by one, from his lips.
With great regard, very truly yours,
F. B. CAKPRNTKR.
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Oh ! why should the Spirit of Mortal be Proud P*
Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud?
Like a swift, fleeing meteor, a fast flying cloud,
.A. flash of the lightning, a break of the wave,
Ile passeth from life to his rest in the grave.
The leaves of the oak and the willow shall fade,
Be scattered around and together be laid;
And the young and the old, and the low and the high
Shall moulder to dust and together shall lie.
The infant a mother attended and loved ;
'fhe mother that infant's affection who proved;
'fhe husband that mother and infant who blessed,
Each, all, are away to their dwellings of Rest.
The hand of the king that the sceptre hath borne;
The brow of the priest that the mitre hath worn;
The eye of the sage and the heart of the brave,
.A.re hidden and lost in the depths of the grave.
The peasant, whose lot was to sow and to reap ;
The herdsman who climbed with his goats up the steep;
The beggar who wandered in search of his bread,
Have faded away like the grass that we tread.
So the multitude goes, like the flower or the weed
That withers away to let others succeed;
So the multitude comes, even those we behold,
To repeat every tale that has often been told.

•

For we are the same our fathers have been:
We see the same sights our fathers have seen"\Ve drink the same stream and view the same sun.And run the same course our fathers have run.
The thoughts we are thinking our fathers would think;
From the death we are shrinking our fathers would shrink;
'fo the life we are clinging they also would cling:
But it speeds for us all, like a bird on the wing.
They loved, but the story we cannot unfold;
They scorned, but the heart of the haughty is cold ;
'l'hey grieved, but no wail from their slumber will come;
They joyed, but the tongue of their gladness is dumb.
They died, aye I they died ; we things that are now,
Tnat walk on the turf that lies over their brow,
And make in their dwellings a transient abode,
Meet the things that they met on their pilgrimage road.
Yea I hope and despondency, pleasure and pain,
We mingle together in s'un.shine and rain;
And the smile and the tear, the song and the dirge,
Still follow each other, like surge upon surge.
'Tis the wink of an eye, 'ti~ the draught of a breath ;
From the blossom of health to the paleness of death.
From the gilded saloon to the bier and the shroudOh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud?
• [This room is by Wm. Knox, & Scottish poet, who died in 1S25. It is pre .."ed in a colle•llou outttled
• Chrlatlau Jlallw," edited by Iha late P.. W. Ori,wold, D.D.-Publuher.]
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LINC0LN MONUMENT AT FAIRMOUNT PARK.
']'he late President Lincoln has become immortal. Millions in future generations will revere his name. It will go to posterity with that of Washington, and,
like it, become all the brighter as time progresses. Although it is not absolutely
necessary to erect a material monument to perpetuate the memory of President
Lincoln any more than for Washington, yet such a memento would exhibit the
respect entertained by the people of the present time for the great chief who has
fallen. It is, therefore, suggested to the citizens of Philadelphia, Uiat measures
be adopted to have a monument erected at Fairmount Park in memory
of Abraham Lincoln, the sixteenth President of the United States. 'fhe City
Councils would be a proper body to give shape to the necessary proceedings
'!'he people would respond to any well-digested suggestion having in view the
speedy erection of a grand towering monument to the most illustrious m:m of
the age.

Independence Hall.

This time-honored place has been arranged for the reception of the remains of
the deceased President Lincoln. It is dressed in solemn grandeur, inspiring a
sacred awe to those who enter beneath its sombre shades. '!'he old chandelier i~
entirely enveloped in deep folds of black, and from the centre of the shaft thi:
long robes of material pend in graceful festoons-spring, so to speak, from a base
line just above the windows. This forms a sort of tent-covering. '!'he black
drapery is continued upon the walls, covering every thing from view except the
followip.g: '!'he likeness of Martha Washington, that of ,vm. Penn, Gen. Jackson,
Gen. La Fafayette, Gen. Harrison, and the beautiful painting representing Washington on horseback at the head of his army. '!'he paintings are festooned with
drapery, the whole being done in artistic style. 'l'he pedestal containing the old
bell is elaborately draped. It is designed to place the head of the bier against or
towards the pedestal, so that the motto on the bell will be near the head of the
honored deceased, "Procb.im Liberty throughout the land and unto all the inhabitants thereof." Steps will be placed leading to the two front windows of the
hall, so that two entrances will be afforded the citizens. '!'hey will make their exit
through two windows., to the rear, on Independence Square. '!'he parties so entering will pass in single file on both sides of the deceased. This arrangement will
allow twice as many to pass in review of the body than if the old plan had been
adhered to. Allowing one person each second to pass in review, would be equi,alent to 7,200 per hour.
A Noble Sentiment.
We clip the following from the Philadelphia Sunday Times of Sunday:
"Ou& N ATION's Loss.-If our columns do not contain the variety with which we
usually strive to fill them, our readers must attribute it to the deadening influence
of the terrible calamity of Friday night. With our feelings absorbed by the conflicting sentiments aroused by the unprecedented crime committed in Washington, we are unable to write upon general subjects. '!'he grief that caused the
suspension of business yesterday, is felt as much in editorial rooms as in countinghouses and offices, and the pen refuses to chronicle any thing disconnected with
the bereavement of the nation.
J<Jvery loyal citizen feels ns if a near relative had been lost, and many of those
who never saw the President experience the same solemn regret as if he had been
a familiar friend. In the suJ<len falling of this unexpected blow the country i~
stunned, and is as yet unable to realize the loss. Coming in the hou.- of so much
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rE'joicing, when twenty millions or people were exulting in the overthrow of the
strongest bulwark of the Rebellion, its severity is doubled. 'l'he religious festival
of Raster is as much clouded by this catastrophe as the fasts of Passion v,,r eek
were cheered by the news of our military successes.
".Again the hand of Providence strikes the balance; we gain, and we lose. In
onr weeping eyes the single loss outweighs a thousand such gains, and there i~
needed a greater exercise of religion and philosophy thim can be controlled by the
majority of men, to say that ' all is for the best.' In our hour of deepest need, the
President was given to us by heaven, and on Good Friday, the Day of Sacrifice,
the day on which our Redeemer suffered on the cross for our sins, he is requirod
,:orµ us. 'l'ruly, 'the Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away.'"

ABRAHAM LINCOLN IN INDEPENDENCE HALL.
We reprint here the report of the speech of the late President Abraham
Lincoln in Independence Hall, on February 22d, 1861, (Washington's birthday),
"hen he was on his route to "\Vashington for the purpose of his Inauguration.
lt was his first speech in Philadelphia, and the portions which we have italicised
give evidence both that he looked forward to the probability of assassination, and
that what he said or did, he was, God willing, "ready to die by."
I am filled with deep emotion at finding myself standing here in the place
where were collected together the wisdom, the patriotism, the devotion to principle, from which sprung the institutions under which we live. You have kindly
suggested to me, that in my hands is the task of restoring peace to our distracted
country. I can say in return, sir, that all the politic:.l sentiments I entertain
have been drawn, so far as I have been able to draw them, from the sentiments
which originated, and were gh·en to the world from this hall in which we stand.
1 have never had a feeling, politically, that did not spring from the ~entiments
<'mbodied in the Declaration of Independence. I have often pondered over th1'
dangers which were incurred by the men who assembled here, and adopted the
l>eclaration of Independence. I ha.ve pondered over the toils that were endured
hy the officers and soldiers of the army who achieved that independence. I have
often inquired of myself what great principle or idea it was that kept this Confederacy so long together. It was not the mere matter of the separation of the
colonies from the mother land, but something in that Declaration giving lihcrty,
not alone to the people of this country, but hope for the world for all future time.
lt was that which gave promise that in due time the weights should be lifted
from the shoulders of all men, and that all should have an equat chance. This is
the sentiment embodied in the Declaration of Independence.
How, my friends, can this country be saved upon that basis? If it can, I will
consider myself one of the happiest men in the world if I can heip to save it. If
it can't be saved upon that principle it will be truly awful. But if this country
cannot be saved without giving up that principle, I was about to say I would rather
be assassinated on this spot than to surrender i·t."
Now, in my view of the present aspect of affairs, there is no need of bloodshe l
and war. 'l'here is no necessity for it. I am not in favor of such a course, and I
may say in advance there will be no bloodshed unless it be forced upon the GovNnment. 'l'he Governmsnt will not use force unless force is used against it.
( Prolonged applause, and cries of "'fhat's the proper sentiment."] My friends,
lhis is a wholly unprepared speech. I did not expect to be called upon to say a
word when I came here. I supposed I was merely to do something towards raising
this flag. I may, therefore, lmve said something indiscreet. But I have said
nothing btlt what I am will£11g to li! e by, and, in the pleasure of ..Almighty God,
di'e by."
"\\' e reproduce this report verbatim, the President himself having mentioned to
, 1r ¼~porter that it was the most faithful ver.lial interpretation in type of o.ny of
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his speeches which had ever been made. "\Ve reproduce it, not on account of
this, but with the simple impulse to lay before our fellow-citizens the first words
ever uttered in public in this city by Abraham Lincoln-the more especially as
they mark the idea which had so frequently obtruded itself upon his mind, that
he might ultimately become the victim of sectional vengeance.

LETTER FROM "OCCASIONAL.''
Washington, .Apri.l 19, 1865.-It is precisely four years since the mob at Baltimore fired upon the Massachusetts volunteers on their way to the defence of
Washington. llow strange it is that the anniversaries of some of the brightest
and some of the saddest events should have been greeted by a great victory or a
great calamity ! Lee flfd before the triumphant legions of Meade on the Fourth
of July. Grant captured Vicksburg on the sii,me day. Lincoln fell on the anniversary of the evacuation of Fort Sumpter, and his honored corpse is borne to its
resting place on the same day when, four years ago, the first Northern blood wa.~
shed by traitor hands. And yet more expressive still-and I name it not to be
betrayed into irreverent comparisons-our good President, after all his acts of
forgiveness of the enemies of his country, died at their hands on Good Friday, the
day of the Crucifixion of the Son of God and the Saviour of man. And I firmly
believe if Mr. Lincoln could have spoken after the fatal shot of the assassin had
shattered his brain, he would have exdaimed of his murderer: "Father, forgive
mem, for they know not what they do." And why did they not know it'/
Because they were taking the life of their best friend-he who had pardoned so
many of their associates, and who, only three evenings before, had spoken authoritative words of clemency and reconciliation.
And clo we ever reflect, in the midst of our grief and wondei- that l!Uch a deed
should have stained this age of progress and refinement, that Abraham Lincoln
could have died at no time when his surpassing excellence would have shone with
so rare an effulgence ? He passed from us as the land was echoing with songs
of joy over the triumphs of liberty. Ile entered upon eternity as a pious people
were thanking God that he had stricken our country's foe. How much better
than if he had gone from us in the gloom of na.tiona.l despondency! Even ns the
summons came, there was a wondrous peace at his heart, and a felicitous sense
of duty done. No monarch ever had sueh a funeral. Although not so elaborate
and ornate as the pageant of the dead Eighth Ilenry, or the return of Napoleon
to the soil of France after he had fretted and smouldered away in the rocky island
of the sea, it was thel proudest tribute ever paid to the memory of an Americau
President. The suddenness and the manner of his death intensified the national
sorrow, and called forth a burst of popular gratitude without a parallel.. I wish I
could describe the wondrous scene. It was a lovely day. The air was filled with
the perfume and the harmonies of jocund spring. Crowds had come from all the
States. 'l'he government was typified in Andrew Johnson; the army was represented by Grant and his stall'; the navy by Farragut and his searlions; the
judiciary by Chase and his associates; the <.Jabinet, the Congress, the departments, the freedmen, the released prisoners, the penitent rebels, the clergy; the
professions-the People, the base of the mighty pyramid, the foundation of private rights and public safety. I leave to others the filling' up of the picture. Let
me borrow from an old-fashioned N aw-England poet, the bea.utiful wreath he wov"
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for Washington, that I may lay it on the great flag that covers and canonizes all
that is left of Abraham Lincoln:

•

" Before the splendors of thy high renown
Row fade the glow-worm lustres of a crown;
How sink, diminished, in that radiance lost,
'l'he glare of conquest, and of power the boast !
Let Greece her Alexander's deeds proclaim,
Or Cresar's triumphs gild the Roman name;
Stript of the dazzling glare around them cast,
Shrinks at their crimes humanity aghast.
With equal claim to honor's glorious meed,
See Attila his course of havoc lead;
O'er Asia's realm, in one vast ruin hurl'd,
See'furious Zinge's bloody flag unfurl'd.
On base far different from the conqueror's claim
Rests the unsullied column of thy fameJiis, on the graves of millions proudly based,
With blood cemented,.and with tears defaced;
Thine, on a nation's welfare fixed sublime ;
By Freedom strengthened, and revered by Time.
He, as the comet, whose portentous light
Spreads baleful splendor o'er the gloom of night,
With dire amazement chills the startled breast,
·while storms, and earthquakes dread, its course attest;
And nature trembles, lest in chaos hurl'd
Should sink the tottering fragment of the world ;
Thine like the sun, whose kind, propitious ray
Opes the glad morn, and lights the fields of day,
Dispels the wintry storm, the chilling rain,
With rich abundance clothes the fertile plain,
Gives all creation to rejoice around,
And light and life extends o'er nature's utmost bound.
'l'hough shone thy life a model bright of praise,
Not less the example bright thy death portrays ;
When, plunged in deepest wo, around thy bed
Each eye was fixed, despairing sunk each head,
While nature struggled with extremest pain,
And scarce could life's last lingering powers retain;
In that dread lliOment, awfully serene,
No trace of suffering marked thy placid mien;
No groan, no murmuring plaint escaped thy tongue;
No longing shadows o'er thy brow were hung;
But, calm in Christian hopes, undamp'd with fear,
'l'hou sawest the high reward of virtue near,
On that bright meed, in surest trust reposed,
As thy firm hand thine eyes expiring closed,
Pleased, to the will of Heaven resigned thy breath,
And smiled as nature's struggles closed in death."

THE FUNERAL CORTEGE.
Washington, .Apri119.-This nineteenth day of April marks an epoch m om

history. Four years ago to-day, Union soldiers coming to the defence of the
National Capitol were murdered in the streets of Baltimore. To-day the funeral
obsequies of ABRAHAM LINCOLN, who fell hy an assassin's hand, have been performed. Ile has saved the nation, himself he could not save. The murderous
spirit of the rebellion and of slavery culminated in the violent death of our greatest
chieftain, and found a willing instrument in J. Wilkes Booth, to carry out the
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hellish designs of the bold, bad men· who sought the life of the nation. The deed
is consummated, but the Republic still Jives.
The procession commenced to move from the Executive Mansion precisely at
%o'clock P. !L _in the exact order laid down in the programme. It is now 3f
o'clock, and still they come. Washington has never witnessed any thing like what
is passing here tQrd11,y. The day is glorious-clear, warm, and genial-and it
woulcl seem that all our people must be abroad. There is a great influx of
strangers here from abroad, and all the immediate country round about has contributed largely to swell the multitude. From early morn, up to the present
hour, Pennsylvania avenue, from the capitol to the White House, on either side,
has been one compact throng of human beings. It is not too much to say that a
hundred thousand people witnessed the imposing demonstrations of the day.
'l'o describe accurately the incidents of the occasion would require more time
than we now have at command, as this must soon go forward\ or it will fail to
reach its destination in season. It may suffice for the present to say that all
passed off in order, and nothing occurred to mar the solemnities of the occasion.
We may remark that at the point where we stood, on the Avenue, when the car
,passed upon which rested all that is mortal of the g-reat deceased, there was 11
ipontaneous outburst of indignation, not loud, but deep,against the deep damna,.
iion of his faking off; and this was not all-tears, copious tears, were ob.served 011
many a face. The people feel their loss, and they will avenge it; in no violent
way, but through the channels of the l_aw outraged justice shall be vindicated.
'['his day, as well as that upon which the good nian fell, will long be remembered ;
indeed, it can never be forgotten.
·

The City Prior to the Funeral.
'l'he dl\y is beautiful and quite warm. The Avenue is filled with persons to
witness the mournful funeral procession. Civic and military processions arc
yv.1ssing to the appointed place of rendezvous. All business is entirely suspended,
:\lid the citizens have turned out en masse to pay the last sad respect to the
memory of the late President LINCOLN. Every window, housetop, ii,nd available
Bpot is filled with people, though it will be two hours before the funeral cortege
will pass.

Rumor.
It is rumored on the streets this P.111. that Judge

CillPBKLL snd R. M. T. HUIKhave been arrested in Richmond, by order of President Jom1st>N. '!'he story
laoks confirmation.

nR

Another Arrest.

Jo1'IK 'I'. Fonn, proprietor of Ford's Theatre, was arrested in Baltimore yesterday evening, and is now confined iq the Old Capitol Prison.

The Burial Place ·or President Lincoln.
Washington, Apr-il HI.-Govornor Oor,Esnv to-day received the following
lleedatch:
Springfiel,d, JU., Apr11 18, 1865.-.A. national monument fund is on foot, and a
1>lot of ground, six acres in extent ·in the heart of the city, has been selected a.,
the burial place of our late lamented President.
S11411GK Tur11.u.a, i~retary of State.

.
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'l'he following "Dirge" upon the death of President Lincoln was published in
the Evening Bull~tin, upon the very day of the announcement of his death, Sat..
urday last, and b'y next morning (Sabbath) was set to music and sung in very
many of the church choirs of this city and neigh):ioring towns. It has since been
~ung in Washington, New York, Boston, and other cities upon occasions of hie
funeral discourses.-Publisher.
DIRGE.
[ BY RIC!LlRD COE.]

Toll ! toll ! toll !
On every hand,
Ye bells throughout the land ;
Washington's great compeer now lies,
With deathssealed eyes,
.And fallid face upturned towards the skies I
•
'1 oil ! toll ! toll !
On every hand,
Ye bells throughout the land !
Toll ! toll ! toll !
Weep ! weep ! weep !
· On every hand,
Ye patriots in the land ;
· •
·Brave Lin~oln's dead ! Great God ! and can it be?
Henceforth there's nothing in mortality
That's serious!" Help us to look to thee!
Weep ! weep ! weep !
On every hand·
Ye patriots in the land,
Weep ! weep I weep !
Pray I pray! pray I
On every hand,
Y c Christians in the land ;
No more his honest face will greet the sunH is day is finished, and his labor done ;
.A. crown of glory rests his brow upon!
Pray! pray! pray !
On every hand,
Ye Christians in the land,
Pray! pray! pray !

-----Overwhelming Evidence against the Assassin.
BOO'l'H'S LE'.rl'ER '1.'O J. S. UL.ARK, ESQ.
Deeply Interesting Particulars of tho Assault on Mr. Seward-Fearful Magnitude of tho Conspiracy-Seizure of tho Conspirator G. A. Atzeroih in his
bed-Booth's Mysterious Movements previous to the AHaasination.

Justice on the Felon's Track.

Prompt upon the heels of the staggering assassination, the most rigid, active
a.nd exhaustive examinations and investigations were opened to identify the blood.stained fellows and visit them with the full measure of public retribution. It WM
at once discovered that the foul mmder embraced a compreheruiive network of

(
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conspirator~, whose original purpose was to take the life of all the leading members of the government, both civil and military, and thus paralyze the nation and
throw both society and government into hopeless confusion. Ilundreds of detec1ives were at once despatched in all directions. Several arrests were speedily made
:md are still being ma.de. Amid the widespread eirnitement and suspicions, a
number of innocent parties were inevitably arrested, and upon examination di11chargcd. Other innocent persons have been painfully involved by the o:lleged
principal conspirator. Several of the leading assassins have been identified beyond
a doubt, while new evidence is daily coming out identifying others with the great
crime. The government is still pursuing its investigations, taking testimony, and
pushing its inquiries in all possible directions, but by an express order of the Secretary of War, all the facts elicited are kept sub rosa until the whole plot is fully
unravelled. Some, however, have leaked out, which we are at liberty to give, together with a mass of interesting incidents and circumstances connected with the
uagedy, which have been accumulating with fairly oppressive profusion from the
honr of the murder to the present moment.

John Wilkes Booth.

As to the most conspicuous actor in the startling drama, public opinion fastened at once with terrible tenacity upon John Wilkes Boo,th as the murderer of
the President, and the evidence convicting him of the monstrous crime has since
rolled up in massive proportions. Laura. Keene, the actress, who was performing
on the night of the tragedy, in the play entitled the American Cousin, identifiea
him positively. Nor is this lady alone in her identification. Another actor,
Harry Ila.wk, whose father lives in Chica.go, and who was also acting at Ford's
theatre on the eventful night, wrote to his father soon after the tragedy, giving
1<ome interesting facts. We give that portion of the letter relating to the great
c-alamity, as follows.
·

•

Letter from the "Asa Trenchard" of the Tragedy.
Washington, Sunday, .April 16.-This is the first opportunity I have had to
write to you since the assassination of our dear President, on Friday night, as I
have been in custody nearly ever since. I was one of the principal witnesses of
that sad affair, being the only one on the stage at the time of the fatal shot.
I was playing "Asa Trenchard" in the American Cousin. The '' old lady" of
the theatre had just gone off the stage, and I was answering her exit speech when
1 heard the shot fired. I tur,ned, looked up at the President's box, heard the man
exclaim "Sic semper tyrannis," saw him jump from the box, seize the flag on the
staff, and drop to the stage; he slipped when he gained the stage, but he got upon
his feet in a moment, brandished a large k"Ilifc, saying, "The South shall be free!"
turned his face in the direction I stood, and I recognized him as John ·Wilkes
Booth. He ran towards me, and I (seeing the knife, I thought I w~s the one he
was after), ran off the stage and up a flight of stairs. He made his escape out
of a door directly in the rear of the theatre, mounted a horse and rode off.
The above all occurred in the space of 11, quarter of a minute, a1ld at the tims
J did not know that the President was shot-although, if I had tried to stop him
he would have stabbed me.
I am now under one thousand dollars bail to appear as a witness when Booth
is tried, if caught.
All the a.b_ove I have sworn to. You 1uay imagine the excitement in the
theatre, which was crowded, with cries of "Ilang him I" "Who wns he?" etc.
from every one present.
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In about fifteen minutes after the occurrence 1fe President was carried oul
and across the street. I was requested to walk down to the police head-quarters
and give my evidence. Thoy then put me under one thousand dollars bond, to
appear at ten o'clock next morning. I th!)n walked about for some time us the
city was wild with excitement, and then I went to bed. .A.t half-past three f
was called by an aid of the President, to go to the house where he was lyin[.'..
Secretary Stanton and other high officials assembled there. I did so, and wen t
to bed again. On Saturday I gave bail.
It was the saddest thing I ever knew. The city only the night before waa
illuminated, and everybody was so happy. Now it is all sadness. Everbody
looks gloomy and sad.
On that night the play was going off so well, Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln enjoyed it
BO much. She was laughing at my speech when the shot was fired.
In fact, it
was one laugh from the time the curtain went up until it fell; and to think of
such a sorrowful ending ! It is an era in my life that I ne'9'er shall forget.
Inclosed is a piece of the fringe of the flag the President was holding when shot.

Startling Developments.
Further developments serve to confirm that the plot to assassinate the Presiaent and Cabinet was planned long ago, and that the conspirators were only
waiting for a favorable opportunity to carry out their designs. That the
"'Knights of the Golden Circle" were the originators of the conspiracy there is
Jlo doubt, and it is also assumed that the 4th of March was fixed for the commission of the deed. 'l'he assassination of Mr. Lincoln throws light upon much
which had seemed strange in the conduct of Booth during the past winter, and
ihere is good reason to believe that in murdering Mr. Lincoln he was complying
with an obligation of the order of which he was a member, and which obligation
had fallen on him by lot.

Booth in Bo::,ton.
Boston, .Apri'l 15th. John Wilkes Booth was in this city during the latter part
of last week, and we believe as'late as last Monday of this week.
He has frequently visited Boston, having friends here, and we did not hear that
his visit on this occasion. was in any way connected with business. He has appeared u·pon the sta~e only 11. few times this season, having interested himself in
oil speculations, and by that means becoming quite wealthy.
.A.t the beginning of the season he gave up all engagements that he had already
made, and for some time devoted himself almost exclusively to his business at
Oil Creek, where at one time, at least, he was associated with an old friend who
formerly resided in the South.
His last appearance on the stage in this city was at the Howard .A.theneum,
about a year since. .A.t that time he was·vehement and bitter in denunciations
of Mr. Lincoln and his administt·ation, and so violent in his expressions of joy
over every Union defeat, that he was frequently cautioned, and at last avoideJ
by his brother actors.
v;'hen he left the city he expressed his undying hatred for the North and tho
Union, and threw out some vague hints for vengeance, which were not regarded
at the time as meaning any more than that the rebellion should succeed.
Statement of an Eye-witness.

Mr. James P. Ferguson, who was present at Ford's on the nigb't of the aasasination, m&kes a statemfillt to the followinl!' purport:
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He went to the theatre with a lady on Friday night, for the express purpose of
seeing General Grant, who was announced to be present. Mr. Ferguson saw the
presidential party enter the box, but of course did not see the Lieutenant-General.
He, however, continued to watch the box, thinking the General might intend to
s'lip quietly in, in order to avoid the demonstrntions that would attend his re- .
cognition.
•
·
When the second scene of the third act of the play was reached, Mr. Ferguson
saw and recognized John Wilkes Booth making his way along the dress-circle
to the President's box. Of this box Mr. Ferguson had an excellent view, being
seated in the dress circle just opposite to it, next to the private boxes on the
other side of the circle. This seat he had purposely chosen to afford his compa,'niou a good view of the Lieutenant-General, and, for the reason already Btated,
was narrowly watching the entrance to it.
Mr. Ferguson and Booth had met in the afternoon and conversed, and wer@
well acquainted with each other, so that the former immediately recognized him.
Booth stopped two !l'teps from the door, took off his hat, and holding it in his left
hand, leaned against the wall behind him. In this attitude h~ remained for half a
minute, then, adds, Mr. Fergµson, he stepped down one step, put his hand on the
door of the little corridor leading to the box, bent his knee against it. The door
opened, and Booth entered, and was for the time hidden from Mr. Ferguson's
.
sight.
Mr. .Ferguson watched for his appearance in the box, desiring to see who in
that party the actor could be on such intimate terms with, as to feel warranted
in taking such a liberty. Whether Booth shut the door of the little corridor or
left it open behind him, Mr. Ferguson fears to state positively; but from what he
ol;,served of the door, and for reasons hereaft.e r to be stated, believes he··did shut
it. The shot was the next thing Mr. Ferguson remembers. He saw the smoke,
tben perceived Booth standing upright, with both hands raised, but at that
moment saw no weapon or any thing else in either. Booth then sprang to the
front of the box, laid his left hand on the railing in front, was checked an instant,
evidently by his coat or pants being caught in so,mething, or held back by somebody. (It was Major Rathbun.)
A post in front obstructed the view of Mr. Fergurson, but Booth soon changed
his position, and was again clearly seen by Mr. F. He now had a knife in his
right hand, which he also laid upon the railing, as he already had his left, and
rnnlted out. As his legs passed between the folds of the flags decorating the
box, his spur, which he wore on the right heel, caught the drapery, and brought it down, tearing a strip with it. When he let go the railing, he still clutched the
shining knife. He crouched as he fell, falling on one, knee, and stretched forth
both hands to help himself to recover an erect position, which he did with the
rapidity and easy agility of an athletic.
Having recovered hj_s equilibrium, Booth str~de across the stage to the first entrance, passing behind the actor on the stage (Harry Hawk.) When he reached
the other side of the stage, just ere he became invisible, by passing into the entrance, he looked up, and Mr. Ferguson said he heanJ him say, "I have done it,"
arid then he lost sight of him.
·
Mr. Ferguson visited the theatre on the day following the murder, and, with
Miss Harris, the lady who was in the box with the President, her father, Judge
Olin, of the Criminal Court, and Judge Carter, examined the box. ·
The puzzling hole in the unused door of the box was closely scrutinized by the
light of a candle, and was found to possess indubitable marks of having been

.
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whittled with a knife. 'l'he ball extracted from the head of the President is

or

much larger diameter than the hole. 'l'he edges of the hole show the marks of
a knife-blade very clearly.
When the shot had been fired, Miss Ifarris rose to her feet to call for water for
l\fr. Lincoln, and distinctly noticed a bar of wood placed across the door of the
little corridor, one end resting against the wall into which it was partially let by
a cut, or rather an indentation, scooped in the wall. The other end was braced
against the opposite side of the door frame. This bar, as the door opens inward.
woulcl effectually clelay, if not wholly prevent, all ingress into the box from the
dress circle, and woulcl also detain the egress of any one in the box.

Booth on Immortal Fame.

It is reported that the now notorious Booth remarked to a prominent citizen
of Cleveland a year and a half ago, that "the man who killed .Abraham Lincoln
woulcl occupy a higher niche of fame than George Washington." During a the,
atrical engagement of his at Chicago, in !863, he remarked one day, "What a
glorious opportunity there is for a man to immortalize himself by killing
Lincoln." "What good would that do?" he was asked. He then quoted theso
lines:
"The ambitious youth who fired the Ephesian dome
Outlives in fame the pious fool who reared it."

"Well, who was that ambitious youth-what was his name?" was then asked
"That I don't know," .-eplied Booth. "Then where's the fame you speak of?'
This, our informant tells us, nonplussed him. From this it would seem that the
assassin has had the commission of this horrid crime in his mind for at least two
or three years.
•

Remarkable Letter of the Assassin.

•

The following verbatim copy of a letter in writing, which is in the hand-writing
of John Wilkes Booth, the murderer of Mr. Lincoln, has been furnished to the
press by Hou. William Millward, U. S. Marshal of the Eastern D'strict of Pcnnsyrvania. It was handed over to that officer by John S. Clarke, wno is a brotherin-law of Mr. Booth. The history connected with it is somewhat peculiar. In
November, 1864, the paper was deposited with Mr. Clarke by Booth, in a seal<'d
envelope, "for safe keeping," Mr. Clarke being ignorant of its contents. ln
January last Booth called at l',Ir. Clarke's house, asked for the package and it
was given up to him. It is now supposed that at that time he took out the paper
and added to it his signature, which appears to be in a differeat ink from that
used in the body of the Jetter, and also from the language employed could not
have been put to it originally. .Afterwards he returned the package to Mr.
Clarke again for safe keeping, sealed, and bearing the superscription "J. Wilk~s
llooth."
The inclosure was preserved by the family without suspicion of its nature .
..A.fier the afflicting information of the assassination of the President, which came
upon the family of Mr. Chrke with crushing force, it was considered proper to
open the envelope. There were found in it the following paper, with some seventhirty United States bond~, and certificates of shares in oil c<empanies. Mr .
Clark promptly handed over the paper t9 Marshal Millward, in whose custody it
new remains. From a perusal of this paper it seems to have been prepared by
Bovth as a vindication of some deRperate act which he had in contemplation; and
from the language used it is probable that it was a plot to nbduct the President

.
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and carry him off to Virginia. If this was meditated it failed, and from me.king
a prisoner of the President up to his assassination was an easy step for a man of
perverted principles. 'l'he italics are Booth's own. The letter is as follo~" :
- - , - - , 180...
M.Y DEAR Sm: You may use this as you think best. But as some may wish
to know when, who and why, and as 1 know not how to direct, I give it (in the
words of your master).
To · Whom it May Concern:
Right or wrong, God judge me, not ma.n. For be my motive good or bad, of
on.e thing I am sure, the lasting condemnation of the North.
I love peace more than life. Have loved the Union beyond expression. Por
four years have I waited, hoped and prar,ed for the dark clouds to break, and for
a restoration of our former sunshine. ro wait longer would be a crime. .A.I!
hope for peace is dead. My prayers have proved as idle as my hopes. God's will
be done. I go to see and share the bitter end.
I ha.ve ever held the South were right. The very nomination of .A.braha.rn
Lincoln, four '}ears ago, spoke plainly, war-war upon Southern rights and institutions. His election proved it. '· .A.wait an overt act." Yes, till you are bound
and plundered. What folly! The South was wise. Who thinks of argument or
patience when the finger of his enemy Presses on the trigger? In a foreign war
I, too, could say, "country, right or wrong." But in a struggle such as oun,
(where the brother tries to pierce the brother's heart), for God's sake, choose the
right. When a country like this spurns justice from her side she forfeits the allegiance of every honest freeman, and should leave him, untrammelled by any fealty
socrnr, to act as his conscience may approve.
People of the North ! to hate tyranny, to love liberty and justice, to strike at
wong and oppression, was the teaching of our fathers. The study of our early
history will pot let me forget it, and may it never.
'l'his country was formed for the white, not for the black man. And looking
upon .Af,-ican slavery fr9m the same stand-point held by the noble framers of our
Uonstitution, I, for one, have ever considered it one of the greatest blessings (for
themselves and for us) that God ever bestowed upon a favored nation. Witnes~
heretofore our wealth and power, witness their elevation and enlightenment above
their race elsewhere. I have lived among it most of my life,·and have seen less
harsh treatment from master to man than I have beheld m the North from father
to son. Yet, heaven knows, no one would be willing to do mor~ for the negro race
than I, could I but see a way to still better their condition,
But Lincoln's policy is only preparing the way for their total annihilation.
1'hc South are not, nor have been fighting for the continuance of slaYery. 'l'he
first battle of Bull Run did away with that idea. 'l'he causes si·nce for war have
been as noble and greater far than those that itrged our fathers on. Even should
we allow they were wrong at the beginning of this contest, cruelty and infustica
have made the wrong become the right, and they stand now (before the wonder
and admiration of the world), as a noble band of patriotic heroes. Herel'.fter,
reading of their deeds, 'l'hermopyl:.c ·will be forgotten.
\Vhen I aided in the capture and execution of .1 ohn Brown, (wlto was a murderer
on our western bottler, who was fairly tried. and convicted, before an impartial
judge and jury, of treason, and who, by the way, has since been made a god), 1
was proud of my little share in the transaction; for I deemed it my duty, a.nd that
I was helping our common country to perform an act of justice. But what wa.s
a crime in poor John Brown is now considered (by themselves) as the great~st
and only virtue of the whole Republic>\n party. 8trange transmigration! Vice
ill to become a virtue, simply been.use more indulge in it.
I thought then, as now, that the abolitionists were the only traitors in the Jana.
nnd that the entire party deserved the so.me fate as poor old Brown, not bec:m~e
they wish to abolish slavery, but on account of the means they have ever endeavored to use to effect that abolition. If Brown were living, I doubt whether he
himself would set 8lavery ngainst the Union. Most, or many, in the North, do,
and openly curse the Union, if the South arc to return and retain a single right
gua.ranteed to them by ernry tie which we once revere1l as sacred. The South
can make no choice. It is either extermination or slavery for themselves (worse
than ueath) to draw from. I know my choice.
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I ha.ve also studied hard to discover upon what grounds the right of a Staie to
secede has been denied, when our very name, Unite<l States, and the Decla.r11tion
tif Independence, both provide for secession. But this is no time for words ; I
write in haste. I know how foolish I shall be deemed for unde.rtaking such a
step as this, where, on one side, I have many friends and every thing to make me
hapl'IY, where my profession alone has gained me an income of more than twenty
, thousand dollars a year, and where my great personal ambition in my profession
has such a great field for labor. On the other hand, the south ha.e never
bestowed upon me one kind word; a place now where I have no friends, except
beneath the sod; a. place where I must either become a private soldier or a
beggar. 'l'o give up all of the former for the latter, besides my mother and
Kisters, whom I love so dearly (although they so widely differ with me in opinion)
i;eerns insane; but God is my judge. I love y'ustice more 'than I do a country
that disowns it; more than fame an<l wealth; more (heaven pardon me if wrong)
1i,.ore than a happy home. I have never been upon a battle field, but 0, my countrymen, could you all but see the reality or effects of this horrid war, as I have
1oeen them in every State (save Virginia), I know yon wonl<l think like me, and
would pray the .Almighty to create in the northern mind a sens~ of right and
justice (even should it possess no seasoning of mercy), and that he 11·ould dry up
this sea of blood between us, which is daiJ.y growing wider. .A.las ! poor country,
is she to meet her threatened doom? "Pour years ago I would have given a
thousand lives to see her remll.in (as I had always known her) powerful and
nnbroken. .And even now I would hold my life as nought, to see her what she
wa.s. 0, my friends ! if the fearful scenes of the past four years had neven been
enacted, or if what has been had been but a frightful dream from which we cou!J
now awake, with what overflowing hearts •could we bless our God and pray for
his continued favor. How I have loved the old flag can never now be known.
'A few years since and the world could boast of none so pure and spotless. But
I have of late been seeing and hearing of the bloody deeds of which she has been
wiade the emblem, and would shudder to think how changed she has grown.
0, how I have longed to see her break from the mist o,f blood and death that
circles round her folds, spoiling her bea"t1ty an<l tarnishing her honor. Bnt no:
day b,- Jay she has been dragged deeper and deeper into cruelty and oppression.
till now (in my eyes.) her once bright red stripes look like bloody gashe~ <''1
the face of heave11. I look now upon my early admiration of her glories as a
clream. My 1ove (as things stand to-day) is for the South alone. Nor do I dt:em
it a dishonor in atwmpting to make for her a prisoner of this man, to whom she
owes so much misery. If success attends me, I go penniless to 'her side. 'l'hey
say she has found that "last ditch" which the North have so long derided, an,J
been endeavoring to force her in, forgetting they are our brothers, and it ia
impolitic to goa<l an enemy to madness. Should I rea1;h her in safety and find
it true. l will proudly beg permission to tripmph or die in that aame "ditch" by
her side .
.A Con/ederate, doing duty on his own respon,ibility.
J. WILKES BooTn.

The Murderer Seen.
Sergeant J. M. Dye, Battery C, Pennsylvania Independent .Artillery, 3tationed
at Camp Barry, near Washington, in a private letter of the 15th instant, to his
father, J. S. Dye, No. 100 Broadway, New York, gives the following~-account of
the conduct of Booth, immediately before the assaisination.
W .ASHI!!OTON, D. C., April 15, 1865.
DE.AR F .ATIIER : -With sorrow I pen these line,. The de11th of Presjdent Lincoln hus deeply affected me. And why ~houldn't it, whm I might have saved his
precious life.~
I was standing in front of the theatre when the two assatilins were conversing.
! heard part of their conversation. It was not sufficiently plain for an outsider
to understand the true meaning of it: yet it apprised Sergeant Cooper and myself that they were anxious that the President should come out to his carriage.,
which was standing just behind us. The second act would soon end, and they
r.xpected he would come ont then. I stood awhile between them and the carriage, with my revolver ready, for I began to suspect them. 'l'he act ended, but
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the President did not appear; so Booth went into a restaurant and took a drink,
then came out and went into an alley where his horse was then standing; though
I did not ln1ow that any horse wa.s there. He came back and whispered to the
other rascal, then stepped into the theatre. There were at this time two police
officers standing by them. I was invited.by my friend C. to have some oysters,
and we went into a saloon around the corner, and had just got seated when a man
wme running in and said the President was shot! 'l'his. so startled us that we
ciould hardly realize it, but we stepped out and were convinced.
Yours,
J.M. Dn:.
In addition to the foregoing mo.ss of evidence, convicting Booth beyond all possibility of doubt of the monstrous crime associated with his name, had we space,
we could support it with an abundi,nce more of equ,al strength. The assassin will
be remembered to have dropped his hat, pistol, and spur in his passage from the
bloody box to the stage and across it behind the scenes. 'fhe hat and pisto1 have
both been identified as belonging to Booth, also the vagrant spur. This last
article was identified by the !.ivery stable main, from whom he obtained it with the
horse on the night of the murder. 'l'he circumstance, too, about leaving the
stable with the horse just before the murder, points to him with irresist!ble signi,,
ficance.

The Assassin's Wea_pons.

The murderer's pistol is a Derringer, the barrel about three inches long. In
the stock of the pistol were three caps. 'fhe pistol is an old-fashioned one, silver
mounted, and of French manufacture. A large knife was found on F. street between Eighth and Ninth. 'l'he blade of the knife is about seven inches long, and
it is a very dangerous looking weapon. It is thought this is the knife which he
held in his hand when he jumped from the box, and with which he intended to
have murdered General Grant.

Booth's Room.

This fiend is said to han a room at the National Hotel, Washington, at the
time of his diabolical crime, known as the room numbered 228. With the exception that letters and several other articles necessary to the conviction of the
assassin have been taken from the room, it remains 1mdisturbed. The room is on
the fourth story of the hotel, and has a bare and desolate look. On the bureau,
in a brown paper, lies half a pound of Killikinick tobacco, a clothes brush, a
broken comb, and a pair of embroidered slippers. Scattered among the drawers
were cine shirt, two pair of drawers, several pairs of stockings, a half bottle of hair
oil, and an old programme of the Oxford Concert Room. On the table lay several
i.hects of note paper, with a number of .the hotel envelopes. .A pair of black
cassimere pantaloons, marked J. Wilkes Booth on the fob pocket, was the only
article of clothing remaitling. His trunk, which was locked, was marked with hi!
name, and the word "theatre" following the erasure of the name between the two .
.A large black leather valise sat on the floor near the trunk, and near it a pair of
hoots unpolished. The general aspect of things in the apartment was one of
hasty exit. 'l'he articles mentioned are the only ones in the room .

.

Attempted Assassination of Secretary Seward.
The murderer directly instrumental in seeking the death of Mr. Seward, by
plunging a knife at his throat, is a little more involved, as to personal identity,
than the assassin of Mr. Lincoln, but he unquestionably was a member of the
same fiendish conspiracy. Sev~ral arrests have been made of accomplices, while
the principal villain ·himself is believed to be identified heyond scarcely the
shadow of a doubt.

•
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Meanwhi.e we subjoin a highly interesting record of Mr. George F. Robinson's
evidence, the nurse in attendance upon Secretary Seward tn the night of the
14th insfant, and through whose brave and ·determined endeavors the consummation of the murderous designs of the fiend were frustrated. His statement of the
attempt to murder the Secretary cannot fail to be read with interest.
Mr. Robinson is a soldier, belonging to Company E, of the 8th Maine Volunteers.
On the 11th of .August he came to Douglas Hospital badly wounded. .After he
;w.d partially recovered, he obtained a furlough to return home, and subsequently
another furlough, having been almost continually since the 11th, of .August unfit
for military service. He returned to the hospital after his second furlough, on
the 4th of last February. On the 12th of .April he was detailed to act as nurse
for Secretary Seward, and the arrangement was that he was to remain with him
from five o'clock in the evening until after breakfast the next morning. Ile had
entirely recovered from the effects of his w:ound, also from a spell of sickness afterterwards, but had not quite regained his strength.

What Mr. Robinson says.

Mr. Robinson states that on the moriµng of the 13th instant, while seated at
breakfast in the breakfast-room of the Secretary's residence, which room fronts on
the street, a person bearing a most remarkable resemblanee to, if he was not the
same man who subsequently committed the horrible attempted assassination of
the Secretary, stopped at the window, and inquired as to the condition of the
Secretary's health. Yr. Robinson supposed him to be some friend of the family,
and opened the window and answered his question. The next morning, on the
14th, on the night of which thE: assassination was attempted, the same person
again. appeared and asked a similar question. No suspicion was excited in the
mind of Mr. Robinson, however, and for the reason as above stated, that he considered him a personal friend of the family.
'l'o the best of the recollection of Mr. Robinson, the man entered the room ia
which Mr. Seward lay about ten o'clock in the evening. His recollection of the
time is very distinct, as only a short time previous he had looked at the thermometer
to see that the proper temperature of the room was preserved, and at the saine
moment observed the time by a watch. Mr. Seward was bolstered up, on a long
French bedstead, in a reclining posture, and was quietly sleeping. 'l'he lights
were turned dimly down, and the arrangements had been perfected for the•night.
Miss Fanny Seward was also in the room at the time. Presently he heard a
man's footsteps ascending the stairs with heavy and noisy tread, and Miss Seward
and he were both surprised at this. Then there was a pause. It appears that
the man was met at the fonding by Mr. Frederick Seward, and with whom he had
some conversation-probably referring to his alleged mission from the attending
physician-for, a short time afterwards, Mr. Seward entered, and noticing that his
father slept, said: "Father is asleep now; I guess we will not disturb him." Miss
Seward followed her brother to the door, looked out, and returned ; and she did
this the second time, then returned and sat down on the bedside. .As soon as she
was seated the second time, a slight noise was heard on the staircase, as though a
man had struck another with a walking-cane. Mr. Robinson opened the door
ilightly to see what was the cause of the disturbance.
'l'he moment Mr. Robinson opened the door, he saw a man who appeared to be
covered with blood, whom he supposed to be Major Seward, and immediately in
front·of him the assassin. The villain was about six feet in height, of mediumeiwd, round face, of extremely light complexion, with light sandy hair, and
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whisker& and moustache, both light in color and growth, and was broad-shouldered.
He wore a slouched hat, which he left behind, a light-colored overcoat, buttoned
closely to the throat with what seemed to be pearl buttons. Ilis hands were soft
and delicate-looking, but he displayed wonderful muscular power. As Mr. Robinson opened the door the assassin struck at his breast. In his hand he had a long
knife, the blade of which appeared to be abqut twelve inches in length and one
inch in width. Robinson determined to oppose his progress, and raised his arm
to parry the blow. 'l'he consequence was that a wound was inflicted in the centre
of Mr. Robinson's forehead close to the hair, which he wears turned back. The
knif~ glanced, and the clenched hand in which the man hel~ the dagger came
down upon Mr. Robinson's face, and felled him to the floor. Miss Seward at this
juncture, escaped from the room, and ran to the front window, screaming
"murder."
The assassin leaped
to the bed where Mr. Seward lay, still apparently in I\
helpless condition, and gave a tremendous blow at his face. He missed his mark,
however, and, in his effort, almost fell across Mr. Seward's body.
By this time Robinson had recovered, jumped on to the bed, and caught hold
of the assassin's arms. While he was thus attempting to hold the assassin, the
latter struck Mr. Seward on the left side of the face, and then on the right side.
The nssassin then raised up, and he and Robinson came to the floor together.
'fhey both got on to their feet, Robinson still keeping a firm hold upon him. The
assassin reached his left arm over Robinson's shoulder, and endeavored to force
him to the floor. Finding he could not handle Robinson in that position, he
drooped his pistol which had been forced against Mr. Robinson•~ face in the hand
which was around his neck, caught hold of Robinson's right arm with his left
hand, and struck behind Robinson with his knife.
·
They still continued to struggle for a few moments, Robinson forcing him
toward the door, which was opened with the intention of throwing him over the
balusters. When they had nearly reached the door, Major Augustus H. Seward
entered the room, Robinson calling upon him to take the knife out of the assas
sin's hand. Major Seward immediately clutched the assassin. The latter struck
Robinson in the stomach, knocking him down, broke away from Major Seward,
and rushed down the stairs.
During the scuffle between Robins-on and the assassin, when, Mr. Robinson cannot say, he (the latter) received a wound quite serious, some two inches in breadth,
on the upper part of the right shoulder blade, another, a slight one, on the lfft
shoulder. While struggling with the man near the bedside, he had seized tt1e
wrist of his right hand, in which was the dagger, and did not release his hold
until knocked down by the assassin near the door, and after Major Seward had
come to his assistance.
Ile returned to the room after he found that the assassin had escaped, and
found that the Secretary had got off the bed on to the floor, dragging with him
the bed clothes, and was lying in a pool of blood. Upon going to the Secretary
he found no pulse in his wrist, and stated to Miss Seward who had re-entered the
.1'>om, and asked if her father was dead, that he "believed he was," but upon a
• ·cond examination, Robinson ascertained that his heart was still beating.
The Secretary then said, "I am not dead. Send for the police and a surgeon,
and close the house." He then placed the Secretary upon the bed, telling him
that he "must not talk." Ml'. Seward did not speak after that.
Mr. Hansell a.bsequently told Mr. Robinson that, having been alarmed by the
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noise, he had started for the Secretary's room, and was met on the etai! way b7
the assassin, and was wounded and thrust to one side.
Mr. Robinson remained with Mr. Seward until next morning at eleven o'clock,
when he was removed to Douglas Ilospital. Every attention is being paid to thia
brave man by the surgeons of this institution, and his condition is very favorable.

A Coat Found.

Soon after the assassination, a gray coat, stained with blood, and which had
evidently been worn as an overcoat, was found near Fort Bunker Hill, just back
of Glenwood Cem,tery. In the pocket was a false moustache, a pair of riding
gloves, and a slip of paper, upon which was written "Mary E. Gardiner, 419."
This is supposed to have been worn by the man who attacked Secretary Seward.
although the weight of the evidence indicatee that all the conspirators took the
same route, that of the Navy Yard bridge.

The Surratt Family.

Suspicion having been directed towards a house occupied by members of the
8urratt family, on H street, near Sixth, Major Smith, of General .Augur's staff,
accompanied by a captain and a gentleman connected with the War Department
named Morgan, on Monday night of last week visited the premises, and placing
the lady inmates under arrest, proceeded to the examination of the house and
parers found in it.
·while doing so a rap was heard at the door, about 3 o'clock on 'fuesday
morning, which was opened by Mr. Morgan, revealing a medium-sized man, ~nd
apparently in coarse clothes, covered with mud, and having a pickaxe on hie
shoulder, black cloth pantaloons and fine boots.
Upon discovering the officers he manifested considerable surprise, and remarked
that he had got in the wrong house. In reply to the questions of Major Smith,
he gave contradictory answers, some of which were quite absurd.
The man claimed to earn a living by the use of his pick, but on removing the
mud from his person he turned out to be of much more genteel appearance than
his disguise indicated. He etood forth dressed in a gray coat and vest, black
cloth pantaloons and fine boots; and the delicate appearance of his hands and
his inconsistent statements, convinced the officers that he had some connection
with the attempt to assassinate Mr. Seward, and he was at once take:u to General
.Augur's head-quarters.
Upon reaching head-quarters he was placed in the midst of a group of persons,
while an officer was despatched to the residence of Secretary Seward for the
colored servant who was at the door at the time th assassin applied for
admission. The servant had no knowledge of the arrest of the prisoner as the
object in sending for him.

Character of Surratt.
This individual at first supposed to have been the ruffian who attempted tht
life of Secretary Seward, is described as having been for many years a desperado
of the worst character. Not long since a suit was brought against him by a
young lady residing across Eastern Branch, for seduction, and so desperate was
his character that for some time the officers were afraid to serve the writ; but
one of them by laying in ambush succeeded in taking him.
Surratt, it is now thought, was not a direct actor in the assassination, but seema
to have been in eome way acces·sory.
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Rewards for the Capture of the Assassins.
The Secretary of "\Var, over his own official sig~ature, has offered a reward of
$50,000 for the arrest of the murderer of Mr. Lincoln, $10,000 had been before
offered by General Augur for the arrest of the S:\me villain, making $60,000 by
t he g·overn~ent for this capture alone. Besides, the corporation of Washington
has offered $20,000 for the same capture, the city of Baltimore $10,000 more, the
city of Philadelphia.$10,000 more, and Governor Curtin has offered an additional
$10,000, if the assassin is caught within the limits of Pennsylvania. Here is a
hundred and ten thousand dollars for the capture of-this single wretch. In addition, the Secretary of "\Var has offered a reward of $25,000 each for the arrest
of Atzeroth and llarold, suspected accomplices in the Booth conspiracy. 'l'he
Becrciary fu1·ther promises liberal rewarcfs for all valuable information tending to
ferret out the villains, and threatens with summary and condign punishment all
who are found secreting and in any way aiding or abetting the escape of the
scoundrels.

Arrest of an Accomplice.

J. D. Reamer, a prominent merchant of Ifogerstown, ~Id., was arrested in that
place on 'l'uesday of last week, and lodged in the Old Capitol, charged as conspirator in the murder of J\Ir. Lincoln. Reamer, in a private conversation some
time since, had foretold the exact day of the President's death, which has since
proved true to the letter.

Capture of the Murderous Conspirator G. A. Atzeroth.
G. Andrews · Atzeroth, a prominent actor in the great assassination, wa~
arrested on the 19th instant, at the house of his cousin, near Germantown, Md.
His arrest was made by troops under General E. B. Tyler, stationed at Monocacy
Junction.
On the evening of the 18th instant, a party of scouts of the First Delaware
Cavalry, Captain Townsend, returned to camp from a scout, and reported that a
S1Ulpicious character had been seen in the neighborhood of Germantown, a smr1ll
village about twenty miles toward "\Vashington from here, and from 'what they
c.ould leurn he answered the description of one of the suspicious characters con,
cerned in the assassination of the President and Secretary of State.
Captain 'l'ownsend, commanding the Independant Scouts, immediately set to
work, and Sergeant Zachariah W. Gemmill, of Company D (Captain Townsend's},
First Delaware Cavalry, and six men, were ordered to proceed to the house where
it was understood Atzeroth was staying, and arrest him and such other men as
might be found on the premises. 'I'he scouts under command of Sergeant Gem.
mell left camp about two o'clock on {he morning of the 19th, and marched to
(;ermantown. Upon arriving at the house of Reichter, the cousin of the accused,
about half-past three o'clock in the morning, the sergeant disposed of his men
about the premises to prevent all chances of escape-, and in company with some
or his men, knocked at the door for admittance. After some hesitation on the
inmates, the door wns cautiously opened, and the sergeant pushed his wa.'\ into
the room, wher~ he found Reichter's family in bell upon the floor, and the room
presenting a very confused appearance. He stated his business to Reichter, and
asked him and his wife if there was such a man as Atzeroth in the house. At
first they denied th:i,t there was, but upon the sergeant informing them that he
was going to search the house, they informed him that a cousin from the lower
part of Maryland was up-stairs in bed.
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Sergeant Gemmill immediately ascended to one of the rooms above, where he
found Atzeroth in bed with two young men, all quietly sleeping. 'l'hey were
immedi,itely aroused, their clothing thrown on, and taken down-stairs,. where the
Hergeant made sure of his man, and made preparation for leaving with his prize.
Defore starting, he entered into conversation with Reichter and his wife in
reference to .Atzeroth, but their stories were too eonflioting, and sooh a mass of
falsehoods, that he resolved to wait until daylight, and make sear<'Ji for such
other evidence as would throw light upon the matter.

·Atzeroth's Antecedents .

.Atzeroth is a German by birth, but having come to this country when quite a
child, he speaks English with as much fluency as a native. He is about five feet
seven or eight inches high, with a well-knit and compact frame, and about twentynine years of age. His complexion is dark and swarthy, with black crisp hair
and moustache; eyes dark gray, deep set and piercing. His forehead is low, and
the general contour of his features stamp him as a man of low character,
who would stoop to any action, no matter how vile, for money. During his
examination by Lieut. Runkle, he manifested considerable of a·" devil-may-care"
sort of a spirit, and seemed to look upon himself as competent to deal with all
ordinary circumstances .
.Atzeroth is reported to have said to one of his friends some weeks since, th~t
he "was poor now, but in a few weeks he would have plenty of gold."
An Infamous Admission .
. He found, by questioning several parties whom .Atzeroth had visited, that the
accused had come from Washington a day or two before, and at the house of one
af the gentlemen, while eating dinner, had, upon the subject of the assassination
heing broached, abruptly stopped eating, and made use of the following language:
'· If all of them had done their duty, Grant would have been served the same
way!" After making diligent search for additicnal evidence in the neighborhood,
the Serg\'ant hooked up Reichter's buggy, and bringing both Reichter and
Atzeroth with him, returned to camp and reported to Captain Townsend. .After
hearing what the Sergeant had to say, the Captain directed that the prisoners
should be taken to the head-quarters of Major Arteman, for examination.
The prisoners were examined separately, and their answers throughout were a
mass of absurd contradictions. Reichter's house is situated some twelve miles
from Washington, in a very secluded and unfrequented spot, surrounded on all
sides by immense groves of pines, and in the midst of a neighborhood which has
ever been known to be the hiding-place of guerillas and others who wished
t-0 commit depredations upon the surrounding country. The inhabitants of the
country are, as a class, generally known to be disloyal, and since the arrest
of Atzeroth, have been very reticent, almost refusing to answer any questions
that may be put to them in reference to tbe matter of his conduct while with
t.hem.'
·
After the examination the prisoners were manacled, and with a guard under
~ergeant Gemmill, were sent to the railroad station to be forwarded to the head.
quarters of Gen. E. B. 'l'yler. While here, some five or six detective officers who
had bren searching for him, came up and fully identified the accused to be the
party they were in search of.
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ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF MR. SEWARD.
A.RREST OF THE VILLAIN

W~q_ DID

THE BLOODY WORK.

THE RECOGNITION_
CAPTURE MADE AT THE HOUSE OF SURRATT.

WONDERFUL DISGUISES OF THE CULPRIT,
His Behavior after Arrest.
Washington, Apri118.-The demoniacal wretch who attempted the life of Mr.

Seward and his son Frederick, was captured this morning at 3 o'clock, by detectives who were watching a house occupied by Surratt.
He was disguised as a laborer. His clothes were covered with mud, and he
carried a pickaxe on his shoulder, and was without a hat.
·when he was nrrested, and upon washing the mud from him, he proved quite a
different looking person from which his appearance at first had indicated.
At first the assassin refused to give any name whatever. Ile then gave three
different ones, all of which are fictitious.
•
He was taken to Mr. Seward's house, and placed in a room with two other
strangers, when Mr. Seward's servant boy was brought into the room and the
question asked of him-" If the man who assaulted Mr. Seward last Friday night
wns in the room?''
·
With a shudder he instantly pointed to the party just arrived, a11.d said-" That
is the mall.." Ile was also identified instantly by other witnesses of the tragedy,
who were brought into the room separately.
Not the slightest doubt is entertained by the officers that the person arrestc<l
is the assassin who would have murdered a sick mun in his bed, and have
slaughtered his whole family in carrying out his fell design.
'l'he bloody miscreant has been imprisoned in a perfectly safe placi. One ;if
the names given by the assassin.was Payne.

Another Account.
Washington, April 18.-Late last night a man disguised as a laborer, and

•

carrying a pick on his shoulder, approached the house occupied by the family
of Surratt, in this city, and was about to enter, whe,µ he was arrested, and upon
washing the dirt from his face he proved to be a rlifferent looking person from
what his appearance at first indicated,
IIe called himself Paine, and exhibited not a little embarra.ssment. Ile
managed to ask, in an agitated tone, why he was arrested.
·
The colored servant of Secretary Seward was sent for, when he immediately
exclaimed:-" That's the man! I know him by his general appearance and his
mouth."
The servant sl\id there could be no mistake. Others in Secretary Scwanl's
house at the time, who probably have a recollection of his appearance, will he
afforded an opportunity to-day of recognizing him.
·
He is believed to be Surratt, who perpetrated the dreadful act at Secretary
Seward's house on Friday.
'l'he following is a detailed account of the circumstances under which the man
supposed to be Surratt was arrested:
Por several days past it had been noticed that a number of suspicious persons
were in the habit of going into a certain house in the very heart of the city of
·,v11.Shington, and changing their clothes. Last evening information was received
about ten o'clock, by the military authorities, that the house was occupied by
Mrs. Surratt, the mother of John H. Surratt, implicated as an accomplice in the
c;
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recent terrible tragedies, and that the occupants of the house could furni qh
valuable information in regard to the parties charged with complicity in the
murder of the President. Colonel Wells, Provost Marshal, ordered tho arrest of
these parties. Major H. W. Smith, of General Augur's staff, and Captain Wermerskirch, assistant of Colonel Olcott, special commissioner of the War Department, were charged with the execution of this duty. These officers reached thf'
house about lrnlf-past ten o'clock, and arrested Mrs. M. E. Surratt and Miss Anru.i.
Surratt, mother and Bister of John H. Surratt, and Miss Honore. Fitzpatrick an,l
a Miss Holahan. Soon afterwards Mr. R. C. Morgan, assistant of Colonel Okott.
arrived·, and proceeded to search the house, examine papers, etc. Abundant
eYidences were discovered of the deep sympathy of the occupants with the rebC' l
cause, and also of their intimacy and very recent communication with J. Wilke,.
Booth, the murderer. The ladies arrested were each examined separately, and
Bubsequently sent in charge of officers Rosh and Devoe to General Augur's he.a<lqu&rters for further examination. The information obtained from them w:\S so
unsatisfa.etory and contradictory tho.t the four were finally sent to the Old IJapito!
prison until they are ready to testify more clearly and consistently.
Just as the ladies were preparing to leave the house, there was & light knock
&t the front door. It was opened by Major Morgan, Major Smith and Captain
Wermerskirch standing by, with their pistols ready to be used if necessary. .A.t
the door was a young looking man, about five feet eleven inches in statue, light
complexion, with peculiarly large gray eyes, and hair that had evidently been
dyed. He wore a gray cassimere coat and vest, fine black cloth pantaloons, and
fine boots. His boots and pantaloons were covered with mud almost to the
knees, and his whole appearance was that of one who had been lying out in th<rain. He had a pickaxe on his shoulder. When the door was opened the visitor
exclaimed, "I believe I am mistaken," and turned to go away. Ile was asked by
Mr. Morgan who he wanted to see. He answered, "Mrs. Surratt." Mr. Morgau
!aid, "Mrs. Surratt lives here; she is at home; walk in." He then came in, and
was ushered into the parlor, while the ladies under arrest were passed out of the
home from a back room where they had been assembled. After being seate<i ; . .
the parlor, the man with the picbxe was closely interrogated as to his busineSo11
there at that time of night, twenty minutes after eleven, his occupation, etc. In
reply he stated that he was a laboring man, and had been sent for by Mrs. Surratt to dig a gutter, and had called to know what time next morning she wished
him to come to work; that he had for some time past been employed on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad as a laborer, that he was at work on the road on l<'ridav
last, and slept that night with the other road hands; that he had no money, an;J
earned his living with his pickaxe. He confusedly attempted to tell where h,had slept on Sunday night, and where he had been since Saturday morning; but
often contradicted himself and broke down completely in this part o_f his narrativC".
1 During the investigation he produced a certificate of the oath of allei;l"iance, purporting to have been taken by Lewis Paine, of Fauquier county. V1rgini:i., and
nlaimed that that was his name; but when questioned about it, evidently did not
know any thing about the date of the certificate, Ile a!serted frequently that be
was a poor man, and could neitlier read nor write, and earned his living by hi•
daily labor; but his language was that of a i;nan or education. aud his feet anti
hands were small and well shaped, the latter being delicate, 1Vhite and soft as ,
woman's, and unstained with any mark of toil. He wore on his head a sort of
&otch skull-cap, which on exammation was found to have been made by cuttiu!!
off the arm of a stockinet shirt, or the leg of drawers of the same material, th<1
top of the cap being formed by tying a string ' around one of the ends. Upoll
searching his pockets they were found to contain a comb, hair and tooth brusht.>~.
a pot of pomatum, a package of pistol cartridges, a new pocket-compass, and
twenty-five dollars in greenbacks. After the preliminary examination he wa~
taken in charge of officers Sampson and Devoe, to General Augur's head-quarters.
where, upon further examination, he gave an account of himself quite different
from the one previously given. It was evident that ·he was in disguise, am! had
been completely taken by surprise in finding the officers at the house where h...exp1cted to find a welcome aud refuge. The facts disclosed in the examination
induced 1he belief that he was the blood-thirsty villain who had attempted the !if,·
of 8ecretary Seward on Friday night. He was placed in a room with two otlH',.
strangers. 'l'he light was madl) dim, all nearly '.IS possibl e, in irn:L:\lion of th':l cun-
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dition of the light in Mr. Seward's room on that e,entful night, and the domestics
of Mr. Seward were sent for. Upon entering the room the porter, a colored boy
about seventeen years of age, threw up his hands with an exclamation of horror,
and, pointing to the man, said, "That is the man I I don't want to sec him; he
did it; I know him by that lip!" The servant had already previously described
~ome peculiarity about the upper lip of the man whom he had admitted to commit the foul and murderous deed. He was subsequently recognized by others as
!.he man who perpetrated the murderous deed at Secretary Scwl\rd's, and testimony
has been procured, tracing him, step by step, from the time of his separation from
Booth until he entered l:>eward's house. 'l'he chain of evidence is complete, and
fastens upon him as the perpetrator of the horrid crime which has Rhocked the
whole community. The villain was he:J.Yily ironed, and placed in confinement on
one of the gunboats. 'l'he trail of .John Wilkes Booth has also been discovered,
and it is expected that he, too, will be in custody before morning. Several other
parties are now in confinement, who have been ascertained to be accomplices
hefore the fact in the awful tragedy. The investigations already made reveal a
plot well laid, and long and carefully matured for murder and arson, on a scale so
grandly diabolical as to be hardly conceivable.

ASSASSINS
and the Great Ones of the World who have fallen by their Hands.

'

Illustrious actions can be most surely entrusted to the universal remembrance
of mankind; but great crimes also take their place in memory, and in history,
concentrating, as it were, the hi.story of a "hole country in one person.
In the midst of happiness, in a tirue when our national honor is redeemed, when
power and peace were brought together, when we had proudly throw11 our old
flag to the breeze, and joyous throngs met in the streets, brought together by
our universal love of country, with hearts full of joy and gratitude to one who
bore his honors so meekly, shrinking even from expressions of gratitude for his
signal and patriotic services, the pistol of an assassin rouses "through the corriders of time" the memories of those victims and their assassins of whom history
has preserved eternal records.
Assassin did not originally mean any one who committed a crime, but the member of a distinct order, meaning a secret sect of the Ishmaelites founded by Hassan
lfomairi, who, in their technical phrase, was called the Man of the Mountain.
This secret society had the pretension to imitate the Christian order of Knighthood. Probably such also is the pretension of the Knights of the Golden Circle;
"t any rate their missions were alike, for this association spread terror around it
by the hideous and unlooked-for crimes it perpetrated.
All the members vowed implicit obedience to their chief, committing even self-de•truction at his command. But before these commands were given, it was the
eustom of the chiefs to throw the executioners of dark deeds into a state of delirimn by the intoxicating influence of hemp, or hashish, just as Booth drank
l,i·andy before perpetrating the deed tlrnt now overshadows the land.
The members, from the custom of taking hashich, cauie to be called Ilashishim,
ur Hemp-eaters, which being tran~lated and corrupted became in Buropean languages ASSASSIN, ASsAssrno, and so forth. In all times and ages men have been
t,!mpted to crime on the good and great.

Constantine VI.

Irene, Empress consort of Greece, was an ambitious woman, by birth a Roman.
By the death of her husband· she lost her power, which was of course, vested m
Lis successor and son,. Constantine VI. After a long minority, the Empress
finding that all authority would now escape her forever, caused her son's eyes to
l,o put out, and then afterwards had him strangled (a favorite way of taking life
ia those days). Irene reigned herself prosperously, thongh at last offending the
courtiers around her, she was deposed, and finally died in e.xilo.

r
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William Rufus.

William Rufus, the unworthy son of William the Conqueror, who had been I\
!,'Teat man, knowing how to conciliate the conquered, was a great hunter. In
urder to indulge his favorite pastime, he confiscated all the lands that obstructe<l
his project of forming a vast forest in which the game could accumulu.te.
Sir Walter 'l'yrrel, one of those who had suffered by this fancy of the king,
watching his opportunity, shot him with an arrow, and escaped immediately to
France. "\Villiam Rufus lies buried in Winchester Cathedral, and the new forest.
~till retaining its name, is one of the most lovely spots in Ilampshire.

Cola di Rienzi.
In the days of Clement VI., lJ1 Rienzi, the son of a tavern-keeper and' a washer-

woman, imbued with an enthusiasm for the great deeds of antiquity, conceived
the project of re-establishing a Roman Republic. This wonderful resolution found
followers sufficient to become successful, and Rienzi was elected to the head of
the Government, under the title of Tribune.
Gre'at was the enthusiasm created by this return to the classical age. Petrarch
was one of its great admirers and supporters. But popular favor is vain and
unstable, especially in Italy, and a sedition was excited against him. '!'he mob
that had once cheered him, now executed him, and he was killed by an infuriated
follower of the people, and his body afterwards pierced in their wild fury with
innumerable .vounds.

Massaniello.

The people of Naples had long suffered under the oppression of the Spanfah
Viceroys. The people were ready for revolt, when an affray in market, caused
by an insult offered by the Spanish authorities to the wife of Tomaso Aniello,
t"'-lmmonly called :Massaniello, gave the signal for revolt. Massaniello was a man
of courage and native genius. He guided the people with judgment and tact, and
succeeded in obtaining all he demanded of the Spanish ruler. He was invested
with supreme power. '!'hen, all being accomplished, the wily viceroy set to work
to d<.'stroy the man whom his fears had exalted. In o. banquet to which he invited the young liberator of Naples, he administered a drug which, acting on his
brain, made him'Commit acts of madness which lost him the affection of the pcaple. A conspiracy was the consequence, and in an insurrection l\Iassaniello was
assassinated by one of his former companions and fricn<ls, Gennaro Annese.

•

James I., of Scotland,
was a man whose mind and genius were far in ad vauce of the country in which he
lived. Ile meditated many rational reforms for the amelioration of the condition
of the people, and so, of course, ofl\mded the nobility, who decided on getting rid
of him.
Surprising him one evening as he sat in the Castle of Perth, in the midst of
the queen and her ladies, al'ter a fierce struggle and several escapes, they barbarously stubbed him, inflicting numerous wounds, and killing him almost in the
arms of his wife.
'l'he queen, ·as well as the ladies in attendance, all tried to save him. Catharine
Douglas, one of the maids of honor, on the first alarm, finding that a bolt had
been removed from a room through which the murderers were heard approaching,
thrust her arm through the large staples, and so retarded the entrance of the
assas,ins, until, by their efforts, her arm was crushed as they burst open the
doors.
Richard Camr de Lion, of England.

This chivalrous man, whose deeds have been the theme of poetry and romance,
11.fter a most brilliant career, was treacherously killed by the Viscoimt de Limoges,
in France, whilst parleying with him under the protection of a flag-oUruce.

Henry IV., of France and Navarre.
Hl'nry Quatre was one of the most popular monarchs of France. Brave,

worthy, just, generous and brilliant, his churaet<'t' suited exactly with the clmracter of the people he governed, Under his rule they were happy and prosperous,
yet no less than twenty-eight tim·;)S was his life >.ttcmpted. 'l'he lust attempt
was destined to be suecessfuL
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The king had been a Protestant, and was suspected by zealous Catholics or
only having joined their Church from policy. 'fhis armed fanaticism in the
person of Francois Rava.iliac, who, watching his opportunity, found means to mortally wo1md the king with a dagger as he was returning on his way to visit hiii
friend and counsellor, the Count de Sully. Rava.iliac died on the wheel, which
tore him limb from limb.
If the building mania of the present emperor has not destroyed it, there is still
in the Rue de la Fernonese (one of the narrowest and dirtiest in the French capital), an inscription on the house in front of which the deed was committed,
commemorating the crime and the catastrophe.

Kouli-Khan.

Kouli-K.han was King of Persia. He had been educated by a European, and
possessed great intellect and military talent. He meditated the civilization of
Persia, as well as its aggrandizement. One of his favorite projects was the conquest of British India, which he accomplished to a certain extent, reaching and
taking Delhi.
But his glory and his progressive ideas in government offended the nobles and
those around him, and in 1747 he was stabbed in his tent by hie nephew, whilst
his body-guard, turning traitors, kept all who would have rescued him from approaching.

Gustavus of Sweden.

The death of this good and brilliant monarch has, through romance and opera,
become well known. He was killed at a masked ball by Captain Ankcrstroem,
Connerly an officer in the army. 'fhe liberal principles of the king, and a discontented and vain disposition, yearning for distinction, impelled this assassination,
for which the perpetrator, one of a secret conspiracy, was first degraded by being
floggej a.nd then hanged.

George Ill.

The hfe of this monarch, whose qi:ialities and defects were alike inoffensive, was
attempted several times. The nearest attempt to success was by Margaret
Nicholson. The king we.a getting into his carriage at the garden entrance of St.
James' palace, when a woman advanced and presented a petition. Whilst the
king was opening it, she struck at him with a knife. The king warded off the
blow, and as she was preparing to strike a.gain, one of the yeomen of the guard
seized the assassin.
The king, turning to the anxious crowd, exclaimed in a loud voice:-" I am not
hurt," and thus prevented a popular outburst. The woman, when examined, was
found to be, or pretended to be insane. She was put into a mad-house for life.

Paul I., of Russia.
Paul had wearied the world by his wild career both at home and abroad ; his
hatred of England amounted to a monomania. He aimed also at the power of his
nobles, which in Russia is almost as great as that of the sovereign.
His death was decided on and executed, not only by his nobles, but his wife and
children aided in the deed. He was strangled with a silken scarf, after being
dragged from his bed, by Count Whalem.
His sons, Constantine and .Alexander, were both in the room, and his wife wa~
with her son Nicholas in the adjoining chamber, awaiting the completion of the
crime to which both were priVJ·· This crime, which sounds like the dark ages,
was committed as late as the year 1801. Alexander succeeded his father to the
throne.

Queen Victoria.

IC ever monatch was respected or woman loved by

II whole nation, that woman
is Victoria, Queen of England. Yet no less than five times has her life been
attempted. Four of these attempts were, however, by pe_ople desiring notoriety,
who could give no reasonable motive for the deed. 'J'wo of the criminals were
sent to an insane asylum for life, whilst two were transported.
The fifth attempt on the life of the Queen was as she was driving from Buckingham Palace, through the park, seated in her usual carriage, an open barouche,
with four houses, two servants, and two outsiders ; the Queen was conversing with
Prince Albert, smiling and bowing to all the greetings and salutations she re-
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ceived on her way, when the Prince was seen to throw himself suddenly in front
of the Queen, and at the same moment the report of a pistol was heard.
The ball passed over the head of the Prince. Prince Albert, gazing out at the
crowd, had suddenly seen the bright barrel of a pistol, on which a ray of the BUii
was shining, and had understood the purport of the man who held it.
,vithout giving any sign of alarm, he hesitated not an instant to sacrifice hia
own life for that of the Queen, or rather let us think it was the husband who gave
his life to save that of his wife. The assassin was never taken; but the Prinr,e
made great progress in the alll:Jetions of the Bnglish people by the spontaneous
proof of his love and devotion to their beloved Queen.

Napoleon I.
In the reign of the great Napoleon, the~e was, it is said, a special department
in the office of the secret police dedicated exclusively to discovering plots against
the life of the Emperor, and it is also said that this departroenti was never idle.
Three or four plots a day was the common allowance.
The greatest and the nearest to success was the attempt (a royalist attempt)
by the infernal machine. 'rhis machine was placed in the way Napoleon was to
take going from the Tuileries to the opera. Every thing, especially the exact
time of his arrival on the spot, had been calculated-all calculated, in fact, but
the influence of Josephine on his destiny.
She it was who saved him. Just as they were about to depart, she took it into
her little coquettish head that the India shawl she wore was not becoming, and
sent for another-consequently a delay of over five minutes. Whilst the Empress
wa.s getting her shawl, the fuses were burning, and the machine exploded three
minutes before the imperial carriage got to the spot. Many persons were killed,
but Napoleon was saved, and by Josephine, whom, on his marriage day, be bad
called the " sta.r" of his destiny.
Napoleon m.
Plots and counterplots are said to occnpy the mind of the Minister of Police
almost as much as in the time of the first Emperor. The most important attempt
on Napoleon's life is the one in which Orsini and Pierri were the conspirators.
It was one planned in the manner of the infernal machine.
It exploded as the Emperor approached the opera; many of the projectiles fell
into his carriage, yet he was not wounded, neither was the Empress; and Napoleon
III. was looked upon by the people M bearing a charmed life.
Orsini and Pierri were Italian patriots, who had belonged to the Carbonari,
with whom Louis Napoleon had himself, in his early days in Italy, been asoociated.
When he attained to power the Carbonari exacted his aid in the restoration of
ltalian liberty, which aid he promised. Not fulfilling his promise sufficiently
promptly, Orsini and Pierri believed him a traitor to their cause-hence their
vengeance. '!'hey were both executed in 1858, and since their death Napoleon,
at Magenta and Solferino, fulfilled bis promise to the Carbonari, and has made
Jtaly one of the kingdoms of the earth, under an Italian king-Victor Emmanuel.

4

I

ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATIONS IN MODERN TIMES.
(From the Toronto Leader.)
A crime so horrible as assassination is held in detestation and abhorrence by
ewry civilized people. The savage tribes of America, by whom it is systematieally practised, resort to it only to avenge the murder of a rela.tivp. Unless under
peculiar circumstances, it carries with it the presumption of cowardice, the exceptions being where the horrid deed is done in public, and the perpetrator places
his own life in imminent hazard, either from the fury of the populace or those
more regular steps which lead through a judicial process to a felon's death. The
&11sassin of Mr. Lincoln could hardly hope to escape, though the murderer-in
intent. if not in fact-of Mr. Seward had more chance in his favor. '!'here a.re not
wanting, in recent times, plenty of instances of attempts being made to assassinate
royal or other eminent- political personages; but they have almost inva.riably mis-
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carried from one cause or another. The attempts on the life of Napoleon III. are
fresh in the public recollection; but though they have been more than once
re_peatcd, the Emperor of the French still lives. We are many of us old enough
to remember the plot of Fiaschi to murder Louis Phillippe, and to recall the days
when the Duke of Wellington found it necessary to secure h[s windows with thick
iron shutters. Not all the virtues of our own Queen and the love which is borno
her by her subjects have protected her, at all times, from attempts upon her life.
In 1840 a madman shot at the Queen and the Princess Royal; and at another
time, a captain of dragoons assaulted her Majesty by horsewhipping her. 'l'hP
successful attempt, in recent times, to assassinate a statesman in the case of Mr.
Percival, shot by Bellingham in the lobby of the House of Commons, in 1811.
Bellingham acted from a sense of personal injury. A Russian merchant, he
attributed his ruin to Percival, and took this means of revenge. At a still later
date, within about twenty years, an attempt was made on the life of Sir Robert
Peel, and the ball intended for him struck and killed his private Secretary, Mr.
Drummond. In 1820 was formed the Cato street conspiracy, with Thistlewood
at its head, for the purpose of assassinating the whole British Cabinet, at a
dinner to be given at Lord Ilarrowby's house, in Grosvenor Square. 'fhc
conspiracy was denounced by government spies, and Thistlewood was executed
for t}le crime. About twenty years before this time, a madman named Hadfield
fired from the pit of Drury-Lane 'fheatre at George III. in his box, and missing
his aim, was tried for treason, but not convicted, on account of his irresponsiblo
condition. He was kept in confinement for safet)[, 'fhis was the second attempt
on the life of that king, Margaret Nicholson having in 1786, attempted to stab
his Majesty with a knife as he was alighting from his carriage near St. Jame8'
Palace. The woman was treated as a maniac, and confined in Bethlehem
Hospital. All theae attempts to assassinate royal and distinguished political
personages taken together, were not attended with as much success as the two
which were made simultaneously at Washington last Friday night. The success
of these attempts is more unusual than the acts themselves. And the reasons
for that success are plain. An English King may be fired at, as we have seen,
from the pit of a theatre,. or an Emperor of tb.e French may encounter an
attempt at assassination the moment he passes out of the opera into his
carriage ; but at Washington an assassin can get immediately behind the Chief
}fogistrate in his box at the theatre, and make sure of his murderous purpose.
Percival was shot in the lobby of the Ilouse of Commons, and Sir Robert Pcl'I
was shot at in the street; but at ·washington the assassin, with a clumsy lie in
his mouth, finds ready admission to the sick chamber of a feeble and emaciated
minister of State, and strikes blows which he intended to be mortal. 'l'hi8
strange facility of access to great political personages having proved fatal, may
cause the notions of primitive simplicity which were thought to comport with
the character of that Republic, to be revised, and it may henceforth be found
necessary to surround the President of the United States with that protection
which is accorded to Kings ::md Emperors in Europe. In this way the manner~
of the Republican court of Vfashington may undergo a change. Whatever may
have been the motive for the assassination of President Lincoln and the attem1it
on the life of Secretary Seward, they can but inspire horror in all right-minded
persons everywhere. So far as the cause of the South is identified with these
acts, it will suffer in the estimation of the world. There is nothing to be gai:11.ed
to any cause by so horrible a crime as assassination, and much to be lost. One
of the effects will be, in this case, to exasperate the North against the South,
and to cause it to insist on much harder conditions, when the question of final
reconciliation comes to be discussed, than it otherwise would ha,e done. 'fhere
were two parties in the North; one in favor of mild measures, such as foregoing
the right of confiscating the property of men who had been in arms against the
Washington Government; the other insisting on the hanging of Jefferson Davis
whenever he should be caught, and similar measures of extreme severity. The
"malignants," as they were not inaptly called, were likely to have been greatly in
the minority; but the temper of the North will be exasperated by the assassination of their President and the murderous attack upon Secretary Seward, and
mild and merciful councils will be likely to be forgotten in the bad fooling that
will once more become predominant. Outside the United States, these assassin:\tions will injure the cause of the South in the estimation of' the world, precisely
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in the proportion that Southerners may be found to have been in the plot or to
have approved of the crime after its perpetration. 'J'hat the death of Mr.
Lincoln will alter the war policy of the Northern States cannot be supposed.
Ile was but a representative man; and the large vote he recorded on his roelection shows how much more fully he came up to the Northern standard tha11
Gene1·al McClellan. The assassins have not learned the great lesson that
individuals, in great emergencies, cot nt for very little; that it is the general bent
of the national mind, :rnd not the will or the power of an individual, that
controls the policy of the natlon, in circumstances similar to those of the United
l:itates. 'l'he policy of the North, be it right or wrong, will not die with President.
Lincoln.

--•----

BOOTH, THE ASSASSIN.
IIE IS TR.ACED 'l'O IIIS HIDING-PL.ACE-HE REFUSES TO SURRENDER HIMSBLF.

THE

CAPTURE

OF HAROLD.

BOOTII SHOWS FIGIIT--THE BARN SET ON FIRE.

Death of the Murderer of Lincoln!
HOW BOOTH WAS DISCOVERED-LOY.AL NEGROES GUIDE Hl8
PURSUERS-IIIS BODY .AT W .ASHlNUTON.

Full Particulars of the P~uit and Capture.
OFFICIAL GAZETTE.
Washi11gto11, .April 27-!l·30, A.111.-Major-Grneral Dix, New-York: J. Wilke8

Booth and llarold were chased from the swamp in St. ?liary's county, Maryland.
to Garrett's fa.rm, near Port Royal, on the Rappah:mnock, by Colonel Baker';.
force.
The rear of the barn in which they took refuge was fired. Booth, in mukin!!
his escape, was shot through the head and killed, lingering about three hours, u11d
lfarold was captured. Booth's body, and Harold, are now here.
Eowrn M.. STANTON,
(Signed)
Secretary of ,var.
[Port Royal, Virginia, near which Booth and Harold were taken, is on th••
south sioe of the Rappahannock, about twenty miles belo,v Frcdrricksburg. Tl1!'
belief heretofore entertained, that Booth, after committing his crime, took refug·i·
in the southern counties of Maryland, with a view to crossing the Potomac int•>
V1rginia, is confirmed.]

THE PURSUIT AND DEATH OF BOOTH.
Vl"ashington, .Apri1 27.-Booth, after assassinating President Linr.oln and
making a tragic exit from the stage of the thcatrl', mounted his horse and rod~
off, accompanied by an accomplice, named Harold. a young Marylander. To
avoid suspicion, they separated, meeting at a pince called Marlboro.
Booth, in jumping from the box, had fractured one of the small bones ot his
lcJt leg, just above the ankle, and the limb had swollen during the ride, causing10nch pain. Harold took him to the house of a Dr. Mudge, where the boot wns
cut off and the limb bandaged.
The two fugitives remained some duys in Maryland, and llarnld statc.s that
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he saw the cavalry and detectives very near their place or concealment several
times.
'l'hey were harbored by sympathizers with the rebel cause, o.nd the only persons
who have given any information about them are those loyal southerners who are
easily distinguished by their dark skins.

Colonel Baker on the track of the Assassins.

Meanwhile Uolonel L. C. Baker, Provost Marshal of the War Department, ho.d
taken no part in the search made iu Maryland for Booth by a large military force,
aided by Colonel Olcott and the New York detectives, as he was waiting for some
definite information of his whereabouts.
On Monday afternoon he received intelligence that Booth and Harold had
probably crossed the Potomac at Swan's point. Those en~aged in searching for
them did not know that they had crossed. Having consulted maps of Virginia,
'Fhich he obtained from the office of the Coast Survey, Colonel Baker made up his
mind that Booth and Harold must have gone to the vicinity of Port Roya.I, o. quiet
,·illll.ge below Fredericksbur"' on the Rappahann_ock.
He accordingly wrote to General Hancock, requesting him to detail a commis~ioned officer and twenty-five cavalrymen to report to any one he might designate.
He then gave instructions to two of his detective force Lieutenant Luther B.
Baker iind E. J. Conger, formerly lieuteniint-colonel of the cavalry regiment which
Uolonel Baker commanded.

The Escort.

which subsequently reported and started off under the orders of Detectives
Uasker and Cong-er, belonged to the 16th New York Cavalry, which has for some
months been looking after Moseby's guerillas over in Virginia.

The Commander of the Escort.

Lieutenant Edward P. Dougherty, who commanded tile escort, was at one time
a resident in Boston. ,vhen the rebellion broke out he came here as a private in
the New York Seventy-first, in which regirnont he fou,;ht at the first Bull Run.
He afterwards· enlisted in the Berdan Sharp-Shooters, and was then transferred
into the Sixteenth New York Cavalry, whereJi.e has so distinguished himself as
to secure promotion.
He was especially commended last fall when, on making a reconnoissance nen.r
Culpepper Court House with a small force, he encountered Kershaw's Rebel
Ue.valry Division, but gallantly cut his way out.

Booth's Executioner.

Sergeant Boston Corbett, who shot Booth, is a religious enthusiast, who has
made the character of Cromwell his study. Ile was born in England, is about
thirty-three years old, and is by trade a hat finisher.
Ab<hit seven years since, while in Boston, he experienced religion, and when
haptized, assumed the name of the city where he became converted, and since
then he has always prayed for Divine instruction before taking any step in lire,
and he says that he has always been prompted what to do.
Ile was at one time e. prisoner at Andersonville, Georgia, and was one of e. party
of sixteen who escaped. 'l'hcy were hunted down with bloodhounds, and only
himself and one of his companions were brought back alive.
On the Sunday after President Lincoln was assassinated, Sergeant Corbbett
obtained leave to attend services at McKentree Chapel here, and there prayed
fervently that the assassins might be punished.

How the Assassins were Discovered.

'l'he detectives and their escort went down on a steamboat to Belle Pia.in, where
they landed before day on Monday morning, and struck across for the Rappa.hannock.
There is a ferry above Port Royal, and the ferryman denies having ferried over
any men answering to the descriptions of Booth and Harold. But a colored
man looking over Lieutenant Baker's shoulder at a photograph of Booth, which
he was showing the ferryman, exclaimed: "I saw that man across tfie river-he
was in a wagon with three other men." The loyal although sable Virginian Wll.i
right. It appears that Booth o.nd Iln.rold hAd crossed the Potomnc in a. canoe,
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for which they paid three hundred dollars, and were met on the Virginia shore by
two Uonfederate officers with a two-horse wagon. Booth wore a grey suit without
any military insignia of rank .
.At Port Royal the detectives learned that one of the Confederate officers had
a sweetheart at Bowling Green, and had probably gone there. So the party
started in pursuit, passing on their way a farm where resided two brothers named
·wmiam and John Garrett, who have been in the Rebel army, their house being
about a quarter of a mile from the road .
.After having gone about three miles from the Garretts' house, the party met a
loyal Virginan, of dark skin, of course, and from him learned that Booth and
Harold were at the Garretts'. "Right about!" was the word, and about three
o'clock in the morning the pursuers arrived there.

Statement of the Garrette.

Here let us state what the Garretts say about their visitors who came to theil'
house on Friday or 80.turday of lo.st week.
'l'he fugitiYes were brought in a wagon by two Confederate officers, who spoke
of Booth as a wounded Marylander on his way" home, and that they wished to
leave him there a short time, and would take him a.way by the 26th.
Booth limped somewhat, and walked on crutches about the plo.ce, complaining
of his ankle. He and Harold regularly took their meals at the house, and Booth
kegt up appearances well.
ne day at the dinner table, the conversation turned on the assassination of
the President, when Booth denounced the assassination in the severest terms,
saying that there was no punishment severe enough for the perpetrator. .At
another time some one said in Booth's presence, that rewards amounting to
$200,000, had been offored for Booth, and that he would like to catch him, when
Booth replied, "Yes, it would be a good haul, but the amount would doubilc8ll
soon be increased to $500,000."
.After our cavalry passed towards Bowling Green, Booth and Harold applied to
one of the Go.rretts for two horses, that they might ride to Louisa Court House,
but he fearing that the horses would not be returned, refused to let them go.
Some words of recrimination passed between Booth and Ilarold, and the Garrett&
becoming suspicious that all was not right, urged them to leave. This they
refused to do unless they could be supplied with horses; and the Garretts then
said that if they remained, they must sleep in the barn. One of the Garretts
wont to sleep in the corn crib, fearing as he says, that the strangers would stei\l
their horses

Preparations for the Capture.

On returning to the Garrctts' house, Lieutenant Baker haltetl his force, and
going in, obtained a reluctant confession from the brother there, where the
criminals were. Going out again, Lieutenant Baker aroused his escort, who had
nearly all gone to sleep, and took them to the barn, around which he stationt:<l
them. Ile then ach-anced to the door, and knocking with the butt of his
revolver, said, "Booth, we want you." "IIere I am," replied the assa~sin, "who
are you, Confederate or Yankee?" Lieutenant Baker informed him who he was,
and summoned him to surrender, but met with a defiant refusal.
Quite a parley ensued, Harold at one time expressing a desire to surren<lt'r,
which Booth rebuked, denouncing him as a coward. Booth could see the party
outside, through the cracks of the barn, but they could not see him. He swore
that he would never be taken alive, and declared that he could kill at least fiv.,
men, and then kill himself, should they attempt to break into the barn.

The Barn Fired.

At last, Lieutenant Baker, feo.ring that the guerillas and the paroled RebPI
1oldiers, with whom the country swarmed, would come to the rescue, posted the
cavalrymen around the barn, and going to ono em! or it, which was filled with lrny,
pulled some through a crack and lighted it. The flamC's ran up the crack to thC'
top of the hay-mow, over which they spread. 'L'he inside of the b-:irn was now
lighted up.
When Booth first saw the fire he clambered up on the mow, and vainly
attempted to extinguish it. He then returned to his position on tl,e floor, bC'tween the two doora, with his back against the ho.y-mow, a revulver in each ho.nd,
aud a t:!penccr carbine between his legs.
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Harold Surrenders.

Meanwhile, the soldiers had approached the barn, and Harold, dropping his
pistol, gave himself up, receiving Booth's malediction as he left tpe burning barn.

Death of Booth.

Just afterwards the roof over the hay-mow began to crack as if it was falling
in, and Booth made a movement. Some of those who were watching him say
that he was about t9 kill himself, while others declare that he was intendi~g to
break out and escape. Be this as it may, Sergeant Corbett had a sight at him
through a wide crack with his cavalry six-shooter, and pulled trigger. 'l'he ball
entered about where the President was shot, but passed entirely through Booth'a
head. 'l'he murder has been avenged. "It's all up now,'' shrieked Booth. "I'm
gone," and he staggered towards the door of the barn. Lieutenant Baker re.
ceived him, and taking him from the blazing barn, laid him on the ground, then
sat down and took his head in his lap.
Booth did not deny his crime, and showed no signs of repentance or of
humanity, exce,rt to ask Lieutenant Dougherty to give a message to his mother.
His death was not easy, but at three minutes after seven his spirit passed away
into the presence of an avenging God.

Return of the Escort.

Nothing remained for the p:1rt7 to do but to regain their steamboat at Belle
Plain.

How Harold was taught to Walk.

They had to bring Booth's body in a cart, :i.nd at first llarold had to walk, to
which he, as a Maryland gentleman, objected, but after a rope was placed around
his neck with :i. slip noose, :i.nd the other end was fastened to a cavalrym:m's saddle, he started off, taking good care that the rope should not tighten.

The Remains of Booth.

From Belle Plain Lieutenant-Colonel Conger, rode overland to Alexandria, and
reported to Colonel Baker yesterday afternoon, at half-past five.
\Vhen he left there were some hopes that Booth's wound was not mortal.
Colonel Baker went to Alexandria to meet the steamer, and since then the
body of Booth, by direction of the Secretary of ',Var, has remained in his custody.
Surgeon-General Barnes, with an assista.nt, made an autopsy on the remains
this afternoon. Their fin:i.l disposition is unknown to the public as yet.
Such are the lea.ding events of the escape, pursuit, and arrest of the assassin or
President Lincoln, obtained from unquestionable resources.
Of course, every member of the expedition, civil or military, regards himself as
tile principal agent, and some wonderful stories are told; but what I have stated
may be relied upon as correct.
•
This is, however, but the second act in tho great conspiracy, the first act of
which cost us our President. Other arrests have been made.
Other arrests are to be made, and in due time the public will learn the extent
11.nd the deliberate wickedness of the whole crime. They will also sec that much
of what has been published about arrests of the party who attacked Secretary
Seward and other matters are bosh. Colonel Baker has detected the criminal,
and the Secretary of War, who knows the facts better than any one else, gives him
the credit.

Appearance of the Body.

Booth's moustache had been cut off apparently with scissors, and his beard
allowed to grow, ch:i.nging his appearance considerably. Ilis hair had been cul
somewhat shorter than he usually wore it.
Booth's body, which we have before described, wae at once laid out on a bench.
and a guard placed over it. The lips of the corpse are tightly compressed, ::mcl
the blood has settled in the lower part of the face and neck. Otherwise the face
i, pale, and wears a wild, haggard look, indicating exposure to the elements, and ·
a rough time generally in his skulking flight. His hair is disarranged and dirty.
and apparently had not been co1nbed since he took his flight. 'I'he head and
breast is alone exposP.d to view, the lower portion of his body, including the
hands :i.nd feet, being covered with a tarpaulin thrown over it. The shot, which
~erminated his accursed life, entered on the left side at the br,ck of the neck, a
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a. point, curiously enough, not far distant from that in which his victim, our

lamented President, was shot.
A Spencer carbine, which Booth had with him in the barn at the time he was
shot by Sergeant Corbett, and a large knife, with blood on it, supposed to be the
one which Booth cut Major Rathbun with in the theatre box on the night of the
murder of President Lincoln, and which was found on Booth's body, have been
hrought to the city. 'l'he carbine and knife are now in the possession of Colonel
Haker, at his office.
Booth had upon his person some bills of exchange, but• only about $175 in
Treasury notes.
The bills of exchange, which are for a considerable amount, found on Booth's
person, were drawn on banks in Canada in October last. About that time Booth
was known to have.been in Canada.
It is now thought that Booth's leg was fractured in jumping from the box in
Ford's 'l'heatre upon the stage, and not by the falling of his horse while endeavoring to make his escape, as was at first supposed.

The Captured Assassins.
'l'he greatest curiosity is manifested to view the body of the murderer Booth,
which yet remains on the gunboat in the stream off the Navy Yard. Thousands
of persons visited the yard to-day in hopes of getting a glimpse at the murderer's
remains, but none were allowed to enter who were not connected with the yard.
The wildest excitement has existed here all day, and regrets are expressed that
Booth was not taken alive.

Sergeant Corbett .
It is said that in pulling the trigger upon Booth, he sent up an audible petition
for the soul of the criminal.
The pistol used by Corbett was the regular large-sized cavalry pistol. He was
offered a thousand dollars this morning for the weapon with its five undischarged
loads.

An Autopsy.

This afternoon, Surgeon-General Barnes, with an assistant, held an autopsy on
the body of Booth.
Booth not in Rebel Uniform.
It now appears that Booth and Harold had on clothing which was originally
of some other color than the Confederate gray, but being faded and dusty, prei;ented that appearance.

Booth's Mistress.

The news of Bo@th's death reached the ears of his mistress while she was in a
gfreet car, which caused her to weep bitterly, and drawing a photograph likeness
of the murderer from her pocket, kissed it fondly several times.

The Demeanor of Harold.
Harold, thus far, has evaded every effort to be drawn into conversation by those
who have necessarily come in contact with him since his capture. but his outward
appearance indicates that he begins to realize the position in which he is placed,
and that there is no escape from the awful doom that certainly awaits him. Hia
relations and friends, in this city, are in the greatest distress over the disgrace
ihat he has brought upon himself.

Bowling Green.

Bowling Green, ne:u- which place Booth was killed, is a post village, the capital
of Caroline county, Virginia, on the road from Richmond to Fredericksblug,
forty-five miles north of the former, and is situated in a fertile and healthy region.
It cont11.ins two churches, three stores, two mills and about three hundred inhabitant.I.

,
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TREATMENT OF TRAITORS.
MARYLAND.
Excitement at Westminster, Md.

On Saturday, on the reception of the intelligence at Westminster, Carroll
county, Md., of the assassination of President Lincoln, the most intense excitement ensued. A meeting of the citizens was called at the Court House at eight
o'clock P. M., which was presided over by Mr. Shriver, and was the largest and
most respectable in point of numbers ever held in the town. Great bitterness
of feeling was expressed against Joseph Shaw, the proprietor of the Westminster
Democrat, a paper in the interest of the rebellion, on account of remarks made in
its issue of last week. The editor said, among other things, "Some people hope
that Lincoln's life will be spared now, in order that the country may be saved thn
disgrace of an 'incoherent' Vice-President. But is there not a slight chance of improvement in case that Providence should will it otherwise?" The article continued
at length in vituperative language against both the President and Vice-President,
such as the rebel sympathizers have so frequently indulged in. A proposition
was made in the meeting to destroy the office of the paper, but more moderate
counsels prevailed, and the resolution was modified to the effect that Shaw be
notified that the Democrat would not longer be permitted to be issued in that
town. A resolution was also unanimously adopted, by a rising vote of those
present, requiring the chairman of the meeting to appoint a vigilance committee
for Carroll county, whose duty it should be to take such measures as would prevent
the return of any rebel who had ever borne arms against the Government of the
United States to that county, no matter whether paroled by Gen. Grant or :my
other authority. Every person who has ever been in the rebel army will be
forced to take up his residence elsewhere, their presence being considered dan~rous to the peace of "the community. At midnight, long after the meeting adJourned, the office of the Democrat was visited, the types, cases, printing paper,
in fact all the material, were taken to the street and burned, and the press, stove,
etc., in the building broken with axes, crowbars, etc. '!'hough the establishment
was completely gutted, the building itself was unharmed.

Later-A Disloyal Editor Killed by Citizens.

,Toseph Shaw, editor of the Westminster (Carroll county) Dtmo~at, whose
paper was mobbed and material destroyed the night after the murder of the
President, on account of the disloyal sentiments expressed by the editor, and who
was also warned away by the people, returned yesterday to Westminster .. Las\
night he was again waited upon by a delegation of citizens, who knocked at his
door. He appeared and fired into the crowd, wounding a young man named
Henry Bell Upon this the enraged citizens killed Shaw on the spot.

MAINE.
Arrests for using Offensive Language.
Two women on the train from Skowhegan, expressed themselves in an offensive
manner, exulting over the deed of murder. On their arrival in this city, they
were quietly delivered over to a squad of soldiers sent by Colonel Little, at the
request of the conductor, and lodged in jail. Several men have been arrested
here for like hard language, and placed in confinement. One would have fared
bad at the hands or the soldiers, but for the interposition of the police.

NEW YORK.
Scenes in Poughkeepsie.

Intense excitement prevailed here in relation to the national disaster. A
woman named Frisbee exulted in public over the assassination of the President,
when the house, in Main street, in which she resided, was immediately mrrounded
by several hundred infuriated people, who demanded her immediate arrest. A
young man named Denton interfered with the mob, when he was hll.mediately
th~ottled, and, together with the woman; was handed over to the authorities, who
lodged them in jail. 'fhis being accomplished, the populace quietly dispersed.
The city is draped in mourning, ar,d the gloom is general.
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A large crowd of people are passing up Main street, escorting a well-~noffll
rebel sympathizer, whom they are compelling to carry the .American flag. Stopping in front of th& Eastman College, they compelled him to give three cheera
for a flag which floated at half-mast over it. No violence was used, but the mob
seemed determined.

SARATOGA..

At Saratoga, Rev. Dr. Beecher expelled from his seminary a young lady pupil

for remarking that the murder of Lincoln made Saturday the happiest day ot" her
life. 'l'he Doctor says that no person with such sentiments shall sleep under hia
roof.
A workman named Neil was expelled from the arsenal on Saturday, for
rejoicing. 'l'he other employees "hustled him out."

llliSSACHUSETTS.
A Bailroad Superintendent in Difficulty.

A scene occurred to-day in our city, evincing the deep feeling of our e12tiM
population in the sad affliction. At an early hour in the forenoon, it wu
reported that Otis Wright, Superintendent of the Lowell Horse Railroad, ha,d
made remarks expressing his gratification at the President's death. The report
soon spread over the city, and by nine o'clock a large crowd gathered in front of
the Museum Building (the office of the company), demanding that Mr. WrigM
be given up to them. The Mayor and several policemen were aoon on the
ground, usin~ their efforts to keep back the crowd, which was attempting to rush
up-stairs. Fmally the Mayor came out upon the awning and stated that Mr.
Wright would make an explano.~ion, the latter ma.king his appearance with an
American flag in his hand. The crowd refused to hear him at first, but finally
the Mayor secured for him a hearing, when Mr. Wright denied that he ha.d made
the statement atrributed to him. This did not satisfy. A gentleman came
forward and stated that Mr. Wright said to him, when informed of the President's
death. "Who's fool enough to kill the damned old fool?" ·The crowd then gave
Mr. Wright half an hour to leave the city, and ere that time he was on his way
to the New Hampshire line.

Traitor Mobbed at Swampscott.

On reception of the newa, one George Stone, of Swampscott, said in public, it
was the best news we had received for four years, and gave three cheers. The
citizens and soldiers of Swampscott took him by force and tarred and feathered
him, dragged him through the town in a boat, compelling him to hold the
American flag over his head, and upon promising to buy an .American flag and
keep it up during the mourning for the President, at half-mast, he was set at,
liberty.

BOSTON.

Weymouth after the Copperheads.

On Saturday evenh:ig last, a body of men waited upon Elijah Arnold, or East
Braintree, at his home, forced him to come out, make a speech, wave the
American flag, and give three cheers for the Union. He had uttered treasonablo
sentiments, and was compelled to retract them.

An Indignant Congregation.

The pnlpit of the Baptist Church in a neighboring town, waa supplied rester.
day by a stranger, who, in all his introductory exercises and sermon, never
deigned even to mention our national calamity in the death of our• good
President. Immediately after the close of the exerci~cs, a resolution was passed
by the congregation, pointedly condemning his course, and giving him fifteen
minutes to leave town. He left instanter. • This was in Medway village, and the
party was Rev. Mr. Massey, or .Bellingham, who preti.ched there by exchange.
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MOBBING A REBEL SYMPATmZER IN FALL RIVER-HIS
STORE CLEANED OUT - OTHER OBNOXIOUS PERSONS
VISITED.
On rrceipt of the melanch()ly news of the as~assination of the President, anrl
while a br~e crowd of citizC'ns were gathered around the bulletin-boards reading
tlie despatches and giving expression to their deep and most heart-felt sorrow, a
nutoriuua copperhead secesh-sympathir.er, and liquor dealrr, named Leonard
Wood, was heard to dedare that it was the best news he had heard for forty
years. He had no sooner uttered this atrocious sentimrnt, than he was seized
by the indignant bystanders, struck, booted about the streets, and compelled to
go into a store to procure an .'\..merican flag. unfurl, and salute it with three
chens. Ile then marched to his btore, where he locked himself in; but the
crowd surrounded his place, and were making preparations to break in, when the
Mayor ahd CitX Marshal appeared and escorted him to the lock-up, where he is •
now eonfined. J'he crowd then returned to his store, stove in the windows, and
smashed things generally. '!'hey then visited other copperheads, compelling them
to show the American flag.
OHIO.

Cleveland.

lt seems providentially provided for that some villains are fools-so great fools
that they parade their viliainy before the world. Such was the case of certain
traitors in Cleveland on Saturday, who were crazy enough to express their joy
at the murder of the President, and received therefor some very rough treatment
-no more, however, than their ju~t deserts.
'J'he case of J. J. Husuand, the well-known architect, who occupies an offic(I
and rooms over Fogg's store, was most prominent. He was in high glee over tho
news, remarking to one man, "You ha\"C had your day of rejoicing, now I have
mine!" to another, "This is a good _day for me!" and to a third, that" Lincoln's •
death was a d-d small loss !" It seems that afterwards he became sensible or
t.he danger he had incurred by these remarks, for he came sneaking to the newspaper offices to deny that he had made them. \Ve have, howe,er, the authority
of half a dozen reliable gentlemen, who heard his remarks, against his unsupported assertion. On his way back to his office he was assaulted by the crowd,
but escaped from them. Bis words were repeated from mouth to month, and the
indignation of the muLtitude knew no bounds. The crowd searched the building
for him, at last finding him on the roof of the building- !Te was caught, thrown
through the sky-light into his room, and knocked and kicked down-stairs. 'fhe
mob then set upon him, and would perhaps have pounded him to death had he
not been rescued by prominent citizens. He was taken tu the court-house and
locked up in a room for safe-keeping. ITc uroke out and sneaked off during the
day, and, we understand, has since left town. Be can never show his face again
in Uleveland. Ilis name has already been chipped from the place on the oonr~
house "·here it was cut as the architect.
Another man, named James Griffith, from Ilamilton, Butler county, in thi$
:'ltate, arrived in town Saturday morning, and, on hearing of the news, said to a
harber who was shaving him in the W cddell IJ ousc barber-shop, that " Lincoln
was a d-d son of a b-h, and ought to have heen shot long a~o !" IIearing of
this the mob started after him. He was taken charge of by ()Jark Warren and
<)thers, who carried him to the jail. On the way there, however, the mob got at
him and poun<lcd him badly. He is now in jail, and ought to stay there for a
Wrm of months.
Another traitor, expressing his joy on Ontario street, Saturday morning, was
knocked stiff by a little fellow half his size. Other men of southern sympathies
knew enough to keep closely at home Saturday. Olevela.nd ill an unhealthy place
for reucls.
CALIFORNIA.

Onslaught on the Newspaper Offices.

The news of President Lincoln's assassination created the most intense and
universal feeling ever witnessed on this coast. It is known already .throughout
the Htate, wherever the telegraph exten<ls, and everywhere public demonstrations
of g;rief and horror prevail. Business has been entirely suspendell here, the bells
are tolling and private buildings are draped in mourning. 'l'he authorities thought
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it prudent to take precautions against popubr tumults resulting from expression~
of joy by secessionists. Several treasonable brawlers were saved from being
lynched by the police. A mob has just entered the publication offices of the
Democratic Press, News Letter, Monitor and Occidental, copperhead organs, and
emptied their contents into the street, amid the -applause of an immense crowd.
A large body of armed police were ordered out to disperse the mob, but arrived
too late to prevent these acts of violence. Other democratic newspaper offices
are threatened.

Treatment of a Taitor at Harrisburg.

When the news reached here of the assassination of the President, a man on the
itreet gloried in the fact, and made a most obscene remark in regard to the corpse'l'he people desired to treat the man in a summary manner, but a guard of soldier~
took possession of him. This afternoon he was marched through the principal
streets to the tune of the Rogue's March, holding in his hand a board with this
inscription: "William Young, a trnitor too cowardly to fight for the Rebels.
ejects his vulgar venom by insulting the remains of our dead President."
'l'he soldiers desired to ride him on a rail, but the officers would not allow it.
On being released h~ was followed by a large crowd, yelling lllld hooting at him,
treating him rather roughly.

PfilLADELPHIA.
Carrying Concealed Deadly Weapons.

•

Edward Ingersoll, who resides near Germantown, was arrested yesterday
morning by officer John Jones, on the charge of canying a concealed deadly
weapon, and committing an assault and battery on Captain J.B. Withington, Jr.,
still suffering from a wound received in battle. It seems that the defendant
entered a car on the 9 o'clock train from Germantown, at 'fioga station. A
number of persons called him a traitor, and o.s he passed into the smoking car,
several gentlemen remarking that the presence of a traitor was offensive, he left
that car. The train finally reached the depot, and defendant alighted at Ninth
and Wallace streets. Captt'Lin Withington, of the 198th Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteers, stepped forward, and, addressing defendant, said, "You ought to
apologize for your remark mo.de in your speech, that the Southerners were
chivalric and noble, and were fighting against an odious tyranny." It is alleged
that defendant said, " Go to h-1." Capt. W. raised his cane, but being an invalid
could not use it with alacrity. He made a blow o.t defendant with it, and the
latter warded it off with his cane, which was broken by the force of the blow.
Instantly defendant presented a revolver, and in a moment the crowd closed in
upon him. Officer Jones, who at the same moment was attracted to the spot,
took Ingersoll into custody, and conducted him to the lockup at Spring Garden
He.II. The magistrate was sent for, and the hearing progressed, at the conclusion
of which he asked the defendant if he had any thing to say, or questions to ask.
Defendant replied that he pulled the pistol out and cocked it, and the crowd ran
like sheep.
Some one said, "You are a liar," and the entire body of spectators made o.
surge towards him, but nobody was hurt. 'fhe defendant was committed in
default to e.nswor the charge as preferred against him. Ile had only received a
slight scratch on his face, from a splinter of his own cane. He was taken to the
county prison yesterday afternoon. A writ of habeas corpru will probably be
taken out, mo.de returnable to-morrow .
This fellow has made himself publicly and personally odious, by his treasonable
speeches, ever since the rebellion broke out.

Another Scene.

While Edward was in the lockup at Spring Garden Hall, he was visited by his
brother Charles. Upon retiring, some one in the crowd struck him. Charles
hastened to his carriage, and just as he got in he received a slight blow on the
heo.d. 'l'he driver put the whip to the horses, and off they do.shed ll.t a fast speed.
'fhere w&S considerable excitement during these proceedings, which increased as
the crowd augmented, but there was no general outbreak. vVe understand tha.t
a yonng maµ quietly procured a rope that had a slip-knot already made in the
middle. 'fhis was intended to be placed over the head of Ingersoll, in which
eve11t he would probably be strangle<l to death. · His arrest, in all probability,
saved his life, as nobody seemed desirous to interfere with him while he was m
the custody of the lo. w officers.

